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"A child born today in the United Kingdom
stands a 10 times greater chance of being
admitted to a mental hospital than to a
university . . . This can be taken as an
indication that we are driving our children
mad more effectively than we are educating
them. Perhaps it is our way of educating
them that is driving our children mad . . ."

R. D. Laing, The Politics of Experience
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Uhenover a state Legislature engages in an investigation of an issue, calls

of 'witchhunt" echo across the countryside. 'Ihile we recognize that some

unnecessary fears will be mised by any special legislative study committee,

it is also true that in teacher education more than any other field of

ac-ademia we need to be ruthlessly empirical in our analysis of cost effect-

iveness.

This report on teacher training is unusual for many reasons. First, rather

than being prescrintive, it is descriptive in nature. 'leanly two years ago

T was involved with the prenaration of a renort entitled "nrugs TIrescribed

to Control Classroom 3ehavior." This report was purely descriptive -- it

included no references to suggested changes in the system. tt included only

a brief nreliminary renort on the possible dangers of the promiscuous dis-
tribution of dangerous drugs in schools as a behavior controlling device,

and it included complete testimony for' a Senate hearing on this subiect.

Although it was descrintive in nature. this report provided the stimulus
for a State )oard of Education statement on the sublect of drugs used to
control behavior, and several news articles and media renorts. rssentially,

this report served to draw fire to the subiect. So much interest was stimu-
late,!, in fact, that the report is said to he in part resnonsible for a

subsequent Federal Food and 'drug Administration ruling nlacing the most
popular classroom drug in America on the "dange-ous substance" list.

Fortunately no MA rulin.:s will he necessary in teacher training, although

many similar changes could he made as to its effectiveness. That is

nee!0,!, however, is a closer look at what we are doing in teacher education

and why we are doing it.
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The .:hairman of the Senate Education Committee, Senator nilbert Bursley

of Ann Arbor, made this remark at the Committee hearing in Ann Arbor:

"We don't want to be overly prescriptive and I assure you
that T don't think it's the intention of the legislature

to try and get into detailed Prescriptions and solutions

as to what must he done."

I agree with Senator Bursley completely. A second reason why this report

is unusual is that the idea of having the legislature look into teacher

training programs developed largely from the demands of students as to how

far they should go into the study of education and by administrators asking

how many new programs should be developed. We have also heard from edu-

cators who have indicated that they feel new teachers should have more
practical training before they are given the responsibility of classrooms.

And to th-ls concept -- classroom training -- I hone this report speaks

most loudly and clearly.

During our hearings we hoard from all types of people interested in

teacher training. Wilbur Cohen, former chief administrator at !Eland

now Dean of the University of "liclusgan Education College, said:

'T. think that ... we need to build into this system a
rapid feedback from the community of education, the
community of citizens, the community of students: an,
continue change and flexibility in education and teacher

training ... You must create, I think, some mechanism by
which the schools of education and the teachers in the
school systems and the principals and the boards of edu-
cation can undertake an innovative teacher Preparation
rogram -- cooperatively. That does not exist now in

4_41e state of michigan."

-)ean of Education at ':layne State University, told us this

in Aril:

":,ezislators in ichigan and the State Board as well as
the State tePartment of Education are, in my opinion,

r'nrau.ed in a most critical kind of inquiry and study in

t.:le efforts to finfl out how better to nrenare teachers,

Ai- that isn't the real goal. The iirnose of that is to

:rek to find out how to find better ways, mlre effective

73V S, for chil(lren and Young, people to learn. Teaching
not the goal of the preparation of teachers: it is

larning."

11
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Professor John Buelke of Western Michigan University prefaced his testimony
to the special committee with this comment:

"In my forty-two years in the field of education, I
have never before had the opportunity to think out loud
with a legislative group out here in the hinterlands
'where the action is.'"

Perhaps 'the most poignant comment made in the twenty hours of testimony
that we heard on four campuses in Michigan came from John Manwell, a
twenty-year-old junior future teacher from Western Michigan University,
who said:

"I figure that I'm part of the future of Michigan
education and I think I should have my voice in it
too."

Rather than print the twenty hours of testimony in its entirety, we have
broken down the subject of teacher training into a few special areas of
concern, and we have selected excerpts from the testimony that point out
current problems and raise possible future solutions in each of these
areas. We think that it is more important for you to hear from the
Dean Menges and the John Manwells than from us. We hope we have pro-
vided a forum. Please enjoy this report. Send me any suggestions that
you might have relating to other possible areas of concern in teacher
training and possible legislative action. Also feel at liberty to
reproduce this document in its entirety or in part for free distribution.

I again want to thank the many, many people who have been so helpful in
compiling this information.

Sincerely,

(/1/i/a-114-vt,e

Anthony Stamm
Chairman of S cial Committee
to Study the Training of
Michigan Teachers

iii
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...a platform from which experts from throughout the state could
speak to one another about the problems in teacher education."

CHAPTF,R I

The History of the
Special Committee
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The Special Senate Committee on Teacher Education in Michigan was

several years in the making. Senator Anthony Stamm told a group of

University of Michigan teacher education students: "One of the first

things I noticed when I came to the legislature was that we were getting

blamed for all the problems in Michigan education. I decided that a

special Senate committee could at least bring people together from

throughout Michigan to discuss problems in teacher education in a way

that no other single organization or agency could."

The first recent attempt to investigate teacher education by a

Senate committee came in 1970. After a brief survey of teacher edu-

cation programs in Michigan, Senator Stamm, and other members of the

Senate Education Committee recommended that a full scale investigation

be funded by the Michigan Senate.

In proposing the investigation into teacher training in Michigan,

Senator Otamoutlined what his study committee would seek to define.

Among the comrittee goals were:

"1) Data indicating what is currently being taught in teacher
curricula.

2) The deree to which pre-defined educational objectives
were being met.

3) The degree tn which pre-defined objectives correlate
to the needs which our society is demanding he met.

1



4) An analysis of new technology and yiPthcxiologies in
education and the degree to which they are implarlented.

5) An analysis of institutions engaged in innovative
practice.

6) An investigation into the reasons why programs are
failin-, to innovate new technology and methodology.

7) "ec:Iniques used in training students in other an'fas
and the degree to which they are successful.

8) Problems confronting:
A) Teachers
B) Administrators
C) Students
n) Minorities

University coverning Bodies"

A second resolution was presented to the michigan Senate in ''.arch

of 1971 which was put under study by the Senate Business Committee.

Recommendation by the Senate Business Committee called for two a.!-Ii-

tional members to he added to the special cammittee ( the earlier pro-

posal had a committee made up of the membership only of the Senate

Education Committee), and importantly, that a .ri.nol000. operatin

budget for a special committee be stricken from the resolution.

Because of the economic and political climate, and because with

all its faults Michigan teacher e,!,Ication programs seemed "relatively

progressive" when compared to national norms, the Senate menbprshir

agreed to accept the cut. This left the special committee in the

difficult Position of again having official legislative recognition
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of a problem in teacher education, and having authority to study it

and make recommendations, but left with no independent finances to

commission the services of a professional cadre capable of meeting

the predefined objectives.

The amended version of Senate Resolution Number 40 was adopted by

the unanimous approval of the Michigan Senate on Wednesday, May 5, 1971.

The text of tha Resolution, as amended, follows:

No. 51
STATE OF MICHIGAN

Jouknat o4 the Senate
76th Legiaatute

REGULAR SESSION o4 1971

Senate Chamber, Lansing, Wednesday, May 5, 1971

2:00 p.m.

Senatou Stamm, Zaagman, Toepp, DeGnow and Punace2 of ited .the
4ottowing kesotutions:

Senate Resotution No. 40.

A Itesotution encoring a 4peciat committee to study the ttaining o4
educators in the State o4 Michigan.

Whams, Dming tecent and cuttent dizeu64ion6 on education
kotm, tawmahms have touched upon att a4pect4 in the ()toad
ispectAur K through 12 education in the. State oi MEchigan.
Thes e di4cu66ion6 have 4etved the State wat, espeuatty by
av,azening qichigan citizens to the chattenge4 ntesented in the.
P.ducation oi aouth o4 out modeAn elta, one nK the most impontant
chatenge$ evet to be cased ha an Amexican clenetation; and

bthetea5 It sems perhaps that the educational. Questions ,cased
by (14 todaq cite. o4 such a 6igniiicant natuite .that hoi4tative

i.tqlvte.s.t in qicUpan education 4houfd not stop at the 'state
and di6titi.ct Peva but showed go even cfeepetthat a compite-

s;t,e 4hout.d he made .to one (74 the. 'tooth oti education,
tIT tvani,/a lich,Oan eachous and educatione admini4ttatou

oul coffege4 and univeiusities; now thekeKone he.

3



Readved, That .there created a zpecial committee o4 .the
Senate to conaiat o4 5 membeu o4 the Senate Committee on
Education rlua two additionat membem to be appointed in
the same manner as atanding committees are appointed, to
4unction now and duAing the intaim between the. 1971 and 1977
RegutaA Se64ion4 o4 the Legiaattme, to atudo the training
o4 educatou in Rich ipan , and to repo tt .as 4indinga and
lecommendationa to the 1971 Legiatatu&e; and he it 4uAthe&

Reaotved, That the committee mao aubroenataitneaaea,
adminizteA oaths and examine the books and ACC0104 04
any pe)taon, paittneit4h.ip, association o/c coApoution,
pubtic on rAivate, invotved in a matte& p&opeAto
be4olte the committee; and he it 4utthert

Re4otved, That the committee mat/ emptoy mtch comuitant4,
aidez and asaiztanta as it deems neceamma to conduct

Atudy; .the committee may call upon the tegizlative
Se vice %AMU, mtbject to apptovat 04 the Lepi4teive
Councit, 40k such 4eitvice4 and a44i4tance ab Zt deems
neceszaA0 and may 4eque4t in4oAmation and aaaiztance
4tom atate depattment4 and agencie6 and be it 4uAthek

Resotved, That the membem o4 the coma-ace 4hatt 4eitve

without compenaation, but shat t be entitled to actual
and nece44any tAavet and othe& expenses incumed in the
pet4o/tmance o4 044iciat duties, to be paid 4Aom the
appAoptiation to the Senate Committee on Education.

Rather than disengaging the initiative and talent of the Senate

Education Committee and its two additional members simply due to a

lack of funds, the special committee chose to use itself

as a platform from which experts from throughout the state could

speak to one another about the problems in teacher education. Tt was

also determined that the platform of statewide public hearings would

provide an invaluable route of access to the academic community. This

Platform also served as a soapbox from where the quality innovative
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teacher education programs in Michigan could disseminate information

and add to a limited body of knowledge tidings of cheer.

A part-time secretary was hired by the Senate Education Committee

to handle correspondence and meetings. Lynn Weimeister soon became a

key committee consultant -- a responsibility much more comprehensive

than her rate of financial reward would have indicated. Senate State

Affairs Committee Aide Richard Cole became "executive secretary" to

the committee, in charge of research and writing in his spare time.

Four public hearings were held throughout the state. Hearing

attendance ranged from roughly 250-300 at Western Michigan University

in October, 1971 to 12-15 at Lansing Community College in March of

1972.

The Hearing Schedule was as follows:

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo October 14, 1971
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor February 9, 197?
Lansing Community College, Lansing March 29, 1972
Wayne State University, Detroit April 11, 1972

The s)ecial eximittee extends a special thanks to the administra-

tions of the universities and college where the public hearings were

On four other occasions during. the course of the hearings, se-

lected educational experts from throughout Michigan were gathered

in Lansing to discuss the major issues in teacher education. The list

"v)1.mteer cons-ltantq" includes the dean of a large university

colle7e of education, a state board of education member, several

r



college students, and an official with the Oldsmobile Division of Gen-

eral Motors. Others are a newspaper editor, several state officials,

a school superintendent and many, many others. Their names listed

alphabetically follow: Sandy Bickel, Nancy Boykin, Clara Bradley,

James Calendar, Alfred Capoferi, Robert J. Chamberlain, Paul P. Chien,

William Coats, Michael Deeb, Kenneth Dickie, John C. Dunbar, Sallie

V. Edlund, James Y. S. Goei, Sr., Jack P. Goldberg, Robert Hatfield,

John Jordan, Jean K. Lambert, Sister Mary Lauriana, Marianne Lepczyk,

Ralph W. Lewis, Lee Lonsberry, John Manwell, Pierce Mc Lead, Dorothy

J. McGinnis, Robert Page, Jim Paquet, Ed Phau, Neila Pomerantz, Mike

Quilliam, Eugene Richardson, Ned Salerno, John Sandberg, A. L. Sebaly,

Robert L. Shong, Dorothy Smith, Warren L. Spurlin, Gian C. Sud, James

R. Sullivan, Joe White and Marshall Wolfe.

The appreciation of Senator Stamm has been extended to these

citizens, "without whose effort no study of this nature would have been

possible."

Senate Resolution 40 states that the Special Committee to study

the Training of Teachers in Michigan shall be composed of the 5 members

of the Senate Education Committee plus two additional members. These

Senators, listed in no particular order, follow:

Senator Gilbert Bursley, Ann Arbor, chairman of

Senate Education. Formerly a University of Mich-
igan official and member of the United States for-
eign service in diplomatic posts overseas, Senator
Rursley joined the State legislature in 1n6e.

"The first things that always seem to get dropped are the new ideas."



Senator William Faust, Westland, member,
Senate Education. A newspaper reporter,
editor, turned public official, Senator
Faust was first elected to the State
Senate in 1966. soi

tifi AlWO

"The students were demanding accountability. They also wanted the skills
they would be held accountable for."

Senator Jerome Hart, Saginaw, member Senate
Appropriations. First elected to the State
Senate in 1964, Senator Hart brought his
background in local government to the Legis-
lature.

"In some areas of Michigan, the drop out problem is still so immense it
borders on calamity."

Senator Philip 0. Pittenger, Lansing,
. is chairman of Senate Business. A former
deputy director of the Department of
Licensing and Regulation, Senator Pittenger
has been in the Legislature since 1966.

"The college students seemed most concerned about meeting the needs of
children and least concerned about feathering their own nests."

Senator James Gray, Warren, is Democratic
Vice-Chairman of the Senate Education Comm-
ittee. A former teacher and city government
official, Senator (ray first came to Lansing
in 1966.

"Eighty percent of our students are not interested in college, and only
ten percent of our money is spent training them. That seems like grounds
for a lawsuit."

7



Senator William Ballenger, Ovid, is Chairman
of the Senate Agriculture and Consumer Affairs
Committee. A researcher free-lance writer,
Senator Ballenger has been in the Legislature
since 1968.

"On one side of the street is a superintendent complaining about the
quality of his .1machers. On the other side is a soup line filled with
graduate teachers. Something is not right."

Senator Anthony Stamm, Kalamazoo, chairman of
the Special Senate Committee on Teacher Educa-
tion, also chairs the Senate Committee on
State Affairs. Forrerly a county official
and college teacher, Senator Stamm has been in
the Senate since 1966.

"If we have problems producing a product, it is critical that we establish
what's wron with the production line."

8
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An overview of the recent research in Michigan verifying the
effectiveness of teacher training Drograms at institutions
of hitY,her education.

CHAPTER 11

Pecent Research
in Michigan
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A .:'Jest edito-i31 tw P. Barker' anl 1. loodv in 1"In

January, 1973 issue of Phi Delta Kappan poses an interesting question.
.10 -1111 .111111

"Are Teacher Preparatory Institutions Nlecessary?

Currently colleges of education, if held accountable at all,
are evaluated solely on 'in-house' criterim. Examples are
number of faculty publications, ability to attract federal or
private fundin7s, course evaluations by students, or possibly
the number of trained teachers graduated ncr year. The prob-
lem with these criteria is that they are irrelevant to their
institution's primary Purpose.

Colleges of education exist primarily, if not solely, to have
an effect upon public schools. Public schools exist primarily
to have an effect on the behavior of the young, currently de-
fined as student achievement. Therefore, in order to affect
public schools, colleges of education must influence student
achievement.

W. James Popham, however, demonstrated on three separate occa-
sions that students taught by teachers trained in teachers col-
leges do no better than laymen (housewives, automobile mechan-
ics, and electricians) in promoting student achievement. The
present authors, while controlling severa] interpretive problems
arising from these studies (e.g., Popham "lid not use elementary
school children and he was forced by California law to allow the
regular teacher to remain during instruction by laymen), found
that children taught by inexperienced college students learned
just as much as 9lid students taught by cohere- trained, exper-
ienced teachers .4 We later demonstrated that chilriren taught
by students who had completed practice teaching and their re-
quired courses in instructional methods ar.! materials did not

1
James Popham, "Performance Tests of Machin

ale, Development and Validation," American
January, 1971, pp. 105-17. 'ce. also Y. e.ns ?mham,
Scrutiny," nisi Delta Kappan, June, 1.371, pp. 599-A02.

2
,illiam 3. vpodv and 7. 2arknr "'he

fence on Stident Achieve:-nnt, Tr.infcr, am! T'ot-amine:
the Annual American 51u,:tiona1 Pesearch Association
February, 1371.

r Proficiency: 1'tion-
1 Research J9rnal,
"Tnachin,-,

frect Tc.-whor

."

':cw York,
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learn significantly more than children taught by students who had
done neither. Since a teaching proctice effect has been demon-
strated using these same materials," the conclusion is inescapable:
Teacher preparation as provided by. colleges of education does not
result in Increased student achievement.

The implications of this conclusion are equally inescapable. If

effect of an institution upon its primary purpose is not robust
enough to be detected by existing measuring instruments, then the
lives of men should not be much affected by its absence. Therefore,
given limited educational resource allocations, should we not aban-
don teacher education?"

3
R. Barker Bausell, William B. Moody, and F. N. Walzl, "A Factorial

Study of Tutorin4 Versus Classroom Instruction," American Educational Re-
search Journal, in press.

4
William B. Moody and R. Barker Bausell, "The Effect of Relevant

Teaching Practice on the Elicitation of Student Achievement," manuscript
submitted to the American Educational Research Journal for possible publi-
cation, 1972.
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...a problem of too many new Michigan teachers, quality not
withstanding, does exist."

CI IAPTER T I I

nrrnand,

An Overview
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Throughout the course of the subcommittee hearings and volunteer

consultant meetings, discussions on the issue of teacher oversupply or

understaffing, if you will, were carmonplace.

It is generally agreed that a problem of too many new Michigan

teachers, quality notwithstanding, does exist. Although some "pie-

in-the-sky" reports predict a day in the near future when many more

teachers will be needed, trends like a declining birth rate, a tight-

ening of the public belt, and a better understanding of educational

technology suggest that the collegiate horn of plenty is no longer

kept on reserve in the teacher education colleges. A recent State

Department of Education report suggests that whereas in 1980, five

thousand new teachers may be needed, if current trends teacher

training persist, around twenty-five thousand new teachers may be

supplied by Michigan Universities. Countless demand and supply studies

exist and are easily obtainable from the State Department of Education

and the Michigan Association besides many other sources.

Whereas the aforementioned agencies are eminently more qualified

to project trends in teacher supply and demand than is this researcher,

they are characteristically conservative in their discussions about

corrective measures.

On the basis of the assumption that the teacher demand and slpply

trends show no immediate dramatic signs of reversal, several opt;or..,



for slowing down the rate of educational overkill were suggested during

the course of the investigation of the Special Senate Subcommittee to

Study the Training of Michigan Teachers.

Some authorities guess that of last year's teacher education grad-

uates, less than half found jobs in their chosen profession. Since

some experts say that up to one-third of teacher education graduates do

not intend to teach for a living, even job placement statistics do not

accurately reflect the final answer in professional placement. However,

with roughly half of Michigan's nearly thirty thousand annual college

graduates receiving teaching certificates, prospects do not seem to be

brightening significantly.

The 1972-1973 Michigan academic harvest is expected to reap nearly

15,000 novice teachers. With five to seven percent of the 100,000-strong

job market expected to be filled with first year teachers, 8,000 to

10,000 graduates will be out of luck.

In the meantime more public money is being distributed to train

teachers for jobs that apparently do not exist.

In a special Education report to the Michigan legislature dated

March 29, 1971, the Speaker of the Michigan Houses William Ryan, said:

"Today, Michigan State University turns out more provisionally certified

teachers than any college in the country." In this report the Speaker

also pointed out that of twenty-five largest teacher education institutions

in the country, five are in Michigan. In 1969, M.S.U., Western Michigan,

14



Eastern ichigan, University of Michigan, and Central Michigan turned

out nearly 14,onn new teachers. In any given year, Michigan schools

may renuire half this many teachers.

With critical shortages of programs and certificated personnel

in some areas of vocational education, millions of dollars will he

spent training r)ocial c;tud3es teachers annually. Cansfield,

the Director of Curriculum for the Kalamazoo Public Schools, Rave

his opinion to the special Senate committee studying teacher edu-

cation.

While the over-supply of teachers in Michigan has had
a great deal of publicity there are still critical short-
ages of qualified people in critical areas of the curricu-
lum.

A simple identification of a problem of an oversupply of new

teachers hardly warrants any specific action to correct it. Some

observer: 'eel that occupational economics will soon take its toll in

teaching. The assumption that as jobs become more competitive, the

number of applicants will decrease is not without precedent. Fewer

will desire training in a profession with such a dismal future, hence

enrollment fir.ums will reflect this waning interest.

One ".irhigan irliversity is already reporting an unofficial drop

of VA in teacher erhication enrollment, while others have re-

mined rl;':orse ON'W/1 in +-heir nrogram offerirws so as to he relatively

unaffectr,' by he current demand-supnlv crisis.



Some education administrators suggest that the great abundance of

first year teachers might be a blessing in disguise. This over - supply,

after all, has made a relatively "safe" field very competitive. Tt has

done the work of university programs too slipshod to guarantee the perk-

tbrmance oc each graduate. And while consuming more of the nersonnel

officer's time., the over - supply of first Year teachers is making hiring

practices .nuch less of a hit and miss Process.

From John clandberg, Dean of the Western Michigan University College

of Education, came the following:

There are those that say we now have an adequate sunplt
of teachers. There are even those that are now saving
that there is now an over-supply. Let me hasten to say
that "lost professional associations and unions concerned
with teacher education will say that if the student-teacher
ratio was brought into line as it should be we still have
a significant underh-supply of teachers.

The Director of the Kalamazoo Learning Village in Kalamazoo, Marshall

Wolfe, told the special Senate committee in Kalamazoo that even with the

13e surplus he had become aware of

...the scarcity of those teachers who actually have
been taught skills which we feel are extremely critical
in achieving the kinds of academic and social behaviors
that we have ,1 responsibility to provide our children."

Upon having rejected the notion that the gross surplus of first

year teachers is a simple problem of under-staffing, and upon having

accepte- the notion that some form of action to decrease the supply

may be necessary, there are two avenues of resolution -- direct or

16



indirect maninulation of enrollment in teacher education Prolr3-s.

Teacher education enrollments can he eirectiv influenred by the

imiversities, the legislature, or the governor. Ideally, Michigan

teacher training institutions will hold a statewide conference to

establish base percentage cutbacks in enrollment. Realistically,

- action will be elicited involuntarily.

At Western Michigan University, for example, a budget analysis

reveals drastic faculty need revisions.

Quotas for individual teacher training programs could he estab-

lished by the legislature, the governor, or the state board of edu-

cation upon a thorough analysis of the current job situation and

upon a projection of future needs in Michigan.

Besides pulling on financial purse-strings or imposing rigid

quotas, zero population growth in teacher education can he estab-

lished by strengthening university admission policies. A group of

University of Michigan students volunteered a report to Senator An-

thony Stamm in which the follculing statement was made.

"We recommend revising admission requirements in order
to raise the academic standards of students and improve
the effectiveness of the teacher training programs. It
is recommended that admissions be made more selective.
We feel this can he accomplished through personal
interviews and by raising the minimum required grade
point average for admission to 2.5 for a large majority
of students. Exceptions could he made in specific indi-
vidual instances to insure that the University fulfills
its societal obligation."

17



A fourth alternative would be to decrease the supply of first

term teachers by reexamining the effectiveness of teacher training

programs and eliminating those programs not able to demonstrate cost

effectiveness. This job could best be done by the state board of ed-

ucation.

At least four ways that have been suggested to directly influence

Michigan teacher education are 1) financial cutbacks, 2) imposed quotas,

3) radical revision of admission policies, and 4) reexamination of

approved programs.

Sane of the inCirect methods of influencing new teacher output

could bear a much more significant effect on the profession of teach-

ing itself. For example, a teacher surplus could be relieved, though

only temporarily, by eliminating the special permits which allow an

uncertified teacher to hold special teaching jobs in schools under

special circumstances. Though not easily acquired (in 1971 world

famous pianist Van Cliburn was not allowed to teach at Interlochen,

a Michigan music school of which he is a director), it is estimated

that presently there are around 1,000 teachers in Michigan operating

with special permits. The total elimination of special permits would

prohibit all great musicians from lending their skills to our schools

on a temporary basis. The same rule would apply to politicians, a

much more relevant concern in terms of legislative action on elimi-

nating special permits.

18



One method of affecting the enrollment in teacher education might

be to upgrade the quality of the program. It is assumed that by up-

grading a program it becomes more difficult. It is also assumed that

by making a program more difficult, you are making it less desirable.

Neither assumptions are supported with other than anectotal data. To

a teacher educator, such a move might seem as misguided as excusing the

teacher surplus as a method of improving the variety of selection and

weakening the teachers' bargaining position for improved wages and

benefits.

Actually, similar standards have been tried and are in effect,

for example, in states that require a master's degree for teacher

certification. Fortunately, precious few data have been presented to

demonstrate a positive relationship between a master's degree and teach-

ing skill.

A suggestion with a similar purpose would be to require that new

teachers accumulate a larger number of class hours in college after gradu-

ation. This could be construed to be another attempt to discourage par-

ticipation in teaching through a means unrelated to improved classroom

performance.

An eventual drop in novice teachers could be seen by manipulating

the standards for admission into the A) university, B) college or depart-

ment of education, or C) program within the department. Such a manipu-

lation could be implemented with no reference to grade point or 'Inv

other supposedly independent but notoriously irrelevant index.
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Perhaps the most realistic method of selection is pure chance.

Throw all names into a hat, draw out the quota, and the enrollment

process for teacher training is complete. Again it would be difficult

to prove that such a system of chance is any less rational than present

admission policies.

But, while making an exception for the effects of racial and

ethnic prejudice, higher education is still viewed as a reward for

academic prowess in lower education; hence an adjustment of admissions

policy to limit entries in order to limit exits would undoubtedly be

in the form of more rigid grade-point requirements.

Some system could be devised to rationalize and justify accept-

ing fewer people in a program and rejecting more. John Dunbar, a

Western Michigan University student and former teacher, told the special

Senate committee in Kalamazoo that entrance requirements are weak.

"As it stands now, any person at Western Michigan
University with 115 hours and a C average can get into
the teacher education program. It states in the cat-
alog that factors such as academic achievement, health,
personality and general competence in a teacher are
considered for admission to the professional education
sequence. Well, this is a lie because the only thing
I had to do to get my professional education sequence
card was go to the registration table and ask for it.
...As it stands now, thousands of people are certified
from here every year and no one can account for what
type of person they are until they actually go out
and maybe do some good or some harm in the school sys-
tem. ...Anybody can get into the program and graduate
just by attending the classes, paving the money, and
maintaining a C average; and yot're certified and that'n
it. And when I think of the person that we're turning,
out, and what he's going to be doing in society and dn-
inr with children, I feel we ought to take a closer look
at that person."
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In t ., final analysis, ti i most realistic rre,:it:tor of fa4

-;uccess tedchinr, is prohibiv motivation "now 'sadly do v. .:4;:int

to be a tr,acherr Army officer cadets run more hours than thcv sleep.

Fraternity pledges have to eat things most people wouldn't plant their

flowers i%. :Ake the "Fiddler's" Tevye singing about "TradiT:,n,"

educationists sin,' "Endurance."

Rather than electing Duffy Daugherty to the State Board of Educa-

tion and appointing d full cadre of instructors from our state police and

national guard academies to run Michigan teacher training programs, sev-

eral comittee respondents suggested that we can both limit the surplus of

teachers and improve their individual training by increasing the measure

L!' meaningful participation in the school classroom that a student must

have in order to graduate into fully-certificated teaching.

A representative of the Hazel Park Education Committee, David New-

bury, told the special Senate committee about self :zscreening as an al-

ternative to throwing up roadblocks and hurdles for future teachers.

"There is apparently insufficient or inappropriate
experiences and/or devices built into pre-service
education to 'self-screen' teaching aspirants who
have inadequate or inappropriate personal and emo
tional characteristics for teaching."

An early commitment to the classroom by teacher candidates would

:'serve many valuable functions. The presence of more empathetic and

energetic students in Michigan public school classrooms would lighten
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the social load by freeing experienced teachers to handle special prob-

lems. Hence it would upgrade the educational milieu. It would also, by

exposing future teachers to practical classroom problems, aid greatly in

the continuing struggle of the university to make the curriculum relevant.

Besides the more obvious benefits of early commitment to teacher

education programs, a secondary benefit would be that early classroom ex-

periences would help keep teacher training programs from becoming catch-

ment areas for science and engineering flunk-outs.

In a special proposal to the State Department of Education, Marshall

4olfe, of the Kalamazoo Learning Village said:

"Our proposed experimental teacher training program will
involve its students only from the beginning of their
freshman year. This is an attempt to increase the
seriousness of the education profession. As it now
stands, many students do not enter the teacher education
program until their sophomore or junior year. Unfor-
tunately, some students report that they entered the
education curriculum simply because they have been
unable to handle more rigid course requirements of other
curriculum at the university."

It was the general consensus of nearly everyone involved that there

is little excuse for not fcrcing a commitment from a future teacher at

that point in time when our schools best have the opportunity to ex-

ploit their skills under the banner of quality education for all.

Stressing, the importance of early experiences in the classroom for

future teachers was David Newbury, of Hazel Park.

"I have a feeling that at the heart of what Im'ye talked
about here this afternoon is the potential for nrovidinp
self-screening of people who are inappropriate to teach-
ing as a vocation."
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How simple the process must be to those who believe that just as good

leaders, good teachers are born and not made.

Concomitant to the concept of earlier professional commitment is

the development of fourth or fifth year internships for future teachers.

Instead of the normal fifteen weeks practice teaching, a full school

year intern1kp would bring the teacher-interns together in a proup of

seven or eight under an active classroom teacher from within the public

school. This apprentice director would be a teacher who has been rec-

ognized by his colleagues and by the university for his expertise in

teaching and teacher training. Since such a program would definitely

require a greater cJmitment from the future teachers, it is assumed

that a lower number and higher grade of student would enter the profession.

Since with each commitment in the classroom the motivation for success

is tested by performance rather than endurance, both quantitative and

qualitative problems could be solved.

I
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Recommendations

As a method of dealing with the "supply and demand" issue the Special

Senate Committee on Teacher Education hereby recommends that:

1) each university be required to submit to the state board and to
each member of the legislature a special report, due betwem June 15,
1973 and July 1, 1973 and at that time every year thereafter. This
report must clearly and concisely specify the number of undergraduates
and graduate students receiving training, degrees, and/or certification
for each of the past five years in each specialization field of teacher
training. This report also must include any other information deemed
appropriate by the Teacher Certification and Professional Development
Services Division of the -tate Department of Education relative to this
need on a preprinted form supplied by the department of Education.

2) the State Department of Education file a report with each member of
the legislature that shall be available by September 1, 1973 and each
year thereafter by February 1 that:

A) displays both historical and protected information relative
to the hiring of teachers throughout 'Michigan with specific em-
phasis on statistical breakdowns regarding areas of specializa-
tion in teaching.

B) recommends on the basis of this report and other information
those teacher training programs that should he renewed for the
following fiscal year.

C) recommends, in those cases in which a Particular program is
not of sufficient size to allow efficient operation, and yet
where graduates from such programs are needed in this state, a
plan for the consolidation of programs that lends itself to a
more favorable cost-effectiveness analysis.

3) the State Departlent of Education inform the legislature in writinr'
as to which of the above recommendations am alreaiy in pro7ress, which
are planned, the agency and action required to direct an,. enforce the
recommendations, and their results.
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The central issue of this 1pecial committee report is the training

and ultimate certification of Michigan teachers. The Senate resolution

which authorizes the establishment of the Special Senate Committee on

Teacher Education makes no specific reference to Michigan tenure laws.

As a process, tenure is distinct and unrelated to certification.

Tn theory, the major similarity between certification and tenure lies

in the belief that both assume teacher competence. Certification, how-

ever, is a process designed to insure that teachers have completed the

necessary requisite training in the pre-professional curriculum, and have

demonstrated their ability to teach. The Snecial Committee has deemed

that for all practical purposes, training is only vaguely related to

competence. Tenure, on the other hand, is a state controlled process

designed to specify the authority of school hoards to control the pro-

fessional destiny of teachers.

In the course of the subcommittee investigation, a disarreement was

identified between teacher oriented education associations and department

officials over whether the mranting of tenure is either a necessary or

sufficient criterion for permanent teacher certification. Both certifi-

cation and tenure are state functions. They were purportedly designed

for different purposes.

Concern is growing that the purposes of the tenure act are not being.

Comments such as: "Tt is impossible to fire a teacher," were
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heard throughout the course of the subcommittee study. That tilt. tenure

process seems to have became cumbersome, or that the =COW fit!. firing

an "incompetent" teacher seems vague, complicated and confusinp to a

local administrator, might warrant definitive :erislative or bureau-

cratic action.
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"... the word most commonly associated with the tenure process
is confusion..."
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Recommendations

Since the word most commonly associated with the "tenure process"

is confusion, the Special Senate Committee on Teacher Education hereby

recommends that:

1) the State Tenure Commission or its authorized agent publish a
programmed manual on the enactment and enforcement of the tenure
process.

2) the aforementioned nanual be made available to all school admin-
istrators, teachers, legislators, and other interested parties at a
cost no greater than needed to cover printing, mailing, and handling.

3) the aforementioned manual be made available no later than July 1,
1973.

4) the State Department of Education inform the legislature in writing
as to which of the above recommendaticns are already in progress, which
are planned, the agency and action required to direct and enforce the
recomendations, and their results.
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''Schools are for children. Their behavior should become a mlide
for ours -- and a measure."
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Throughout the course of the Special Senate committee on Teacher

Education investigations, both performance-based certification and per-

formance -based preparation were discussed.

In Michigan today, it is difficult to say that novice teachers are

certificated. Rather it is more accurate to say that prograns are approved

on the basis of resources and other indices for Accreditation, and that

the graduates of these programs are automatically approved. All of these

programs are lodged in public and private four year institutions of higher

education, and although in some cases the preparation of an individual

student is judged on the basis of a student performing teaching skills,

in no case does the state require individual specific performance as a

requisite to state certification. Hence it is said that whereas there

may be performance-based preparation programs in Michigan, there is no

performance-based certification.

The fact that "performance-based" vocabularies are growing in teacher

education circles was evident throughout the Senate hearings. Fran dean

to professor to student, reports of ongoing programs almost always showed

a vacant consistency in terminology and a concomitant inconsistency in

meaning.

At one major university, for example, the clean of education told the

committee that progress was being made.

The faculty of the College, and this is rightly a faculty
task, is establishing objectives for our prnmans. 1e will
be able to report our accomplishments in toms of oh:lectiyeg
that we have established, and hy4 we met then."
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A member of the dean's staff later testified that he would endorse

efforts to develop such objectives.

"Somewhere, somehow, well thought out and reasonable state-
ments of expected outcomes of education prop-rams such is
those of modern teacher educational institutions must be
enunciated. ...There are very particular any' snecial char-
acteristics which mark each and every indivi,Nal who appears
in a program of higher education. These are amenable to
measurement and description and concerted efforts must he made
to determine such characteristics among the input students
of such programs."

Shortly after the dean and professor testified, a student from the

same university made this observation.

"In the area of teacher education the classes seen to he
kind of vague and there doesn't seem to he any objective
for what they want or what type of student they want
turned out at the end of it. And I think it is very
important that the legislature that controls the budget
start demanding some explanation from the colleges and
universities of what type of people they are turning
out and what the objectives of the departments are."

Of the list of fifty main areas of concern in teacher education

developed by volunteer consultants from throughout Michigan at the

October 28, 1971 meeting in Lansing, roughly half of these concerns re-

lated directly to certification laws and Practices. since it is really

at the certification level where Progevl policy is established, this is

undoubtedly a most crucial area of concern regarding teacher education

programs.

Performance-based certification of teachers will probable become

the main method for determining teacher nualifications throucrhout the
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United States during the next decade. Just as self-contained, multi-

media, diversified population educational milieus, more commonly known

as "one-room schoolhouses", have come and gone and will continue to do

so, performance-based certification is ne4ther unique to the Twentieth

Century, nor is it an answer to all of our educational problems. But it

does promise to point our heads in a new direction fir determining

qualifications of teachers -- learning. Somehow the relationship between

the ability to increase the level of a child's academic, emotional and

social skills, and establishing the degree of skill of a teacher has

never been established in public education. That day is soon to be

upon us.

Teacher certification was designed or has evolved to be a process

whereby a unit of government (the State Department of Education in

Michigan) identifies those eligible to teach. Teaching is defined by

statute.

Certification of any type, for any profession, assumes the existence

of a process, some degree less than arbitrary, for discriminating quality

from mediocrity.

In Michigan as in most states, the certification of teachers is

little more than a review of transcripts, a bookkeeping practice to

determine whether or not a teacher candidate has completed the necessary

course requirements. By any standard, the simple logistical negotiation

of this awesome responsibility by the Teacher Certification and nro-
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fessional Development Services Division of the State Department of Educa-

tion identifies this operation as worthy of praise. Were it not the case

that some ongoing teacher education programs have been judged something

less than adequate by objective investigators and subjective participants

alike, a "program approval" certification system would undoubtedly be

sufficient. Upon the advent of a -return to the scientific management of

educational objectives and a concurrent apparent rejection of "process

accountability" in favor of an accountability more directly tied to pro-

duction, "program approval" certification has become anachronistic. Pres-

criptive standards tend to suppress experimentation since with performance-

based systems the only true test of appropriateness beyond an ethical test

is the success of its alumni in negotiating life's rocky course.

You cannot talk about the success of alumni as a measure of any-

thing without talking about accountability -- clearly one of the big

subjects in the Senate hearings.

Early in its first hearing, Marshall Wolfe, of Kalamazoo, supplied

the Special Committee on Teacher Education with a working definition of

accountability.

"Quite simply stated, educational accountability is a concept
whereby the educational system assumes the responsibility
for student growth on the dimensions of academic achieve-
ment and social development, and furthermore, is willing to
accept the consequences, both positive and negative, for its
actions."

Since the burden of program approval on teacher certification lies

with the State Board of Education, and since the State Board relies on
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Because of our lack of skill at determining educational nnyiress in

the grade and secondary schools, and because of our reluctance to rely on

the objective measures we do have, a student performance-based certifi-

cation system seems years.away.

In a special Paper on the subject by Charles Jaquith, a Pelleville

administrator, need for a student-output performance-based movement is

indicated.

"It seems evident that the MEA (Michigan education
Association) is interested in defining teacher com-
petencies on a performance basis. On the national
scene, "TEA has taken a similar posture in regard
to proposals for defining competencies according
to performance criteria and they are willing to consider
pupil output as a variable for defining competencies."

When Senator William Faust asked Marshall tolfe why there is so much

"natural opposition to accountability," Wolfe said there are good reasons

why teachers are basically afraid of performance or achievement-based

systems.

"I don't believe people are opposed to being accountable
for their own behaviors providing they have the skills in
which they can be successful. Offhand, in talking to
some teachers, when you finally get down to some very
specific points it looks like they say, 'I guess one of
the reasons that I don't want to be accountable for some
of the things that have been set up, particularly along
the lines of achievement, is that I really haven't been
taught very specific ways to raise a child from one level
to another level'."

William Cansfield, Director of Curriculum for the t:alamn7no public

Schools, emphasized the importance of performance-based preparation when
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he simply said: "Unprepared teachers cannot be held accountable."

The subjectivity of the "classroom observation" aspect of our

method of evaluating the student teacher has exposed current certi-

fication practices to criticism. Such criticism leads us to the in-

evitable conclusions that a "less arbitrary" or "more objective" in-

dex should be used.

A written test will eventually be developed to determine com-

petency. dhereas the reliability of such measures can be verified

statistically, the validity of it, whether it can sort good from bad

teachers, will become the subject of future reports. If such exami-

nations are developed as the answer to performance-based certification,

future reports will undoubtedly discredit them.

A student performance-based teacher certification system is years

away. When it comes it will probably look like this. Standards and incre-

ments of achievements will be established in the schools at each grade

level. At the beginning of a teacher's internship or student teaching,

his classes will be pre-tested by the intermediate school district or

some other independent intermediary. Once the pre-test data are in, the

student teacher, or intern, will be required to see that achievement in

the class reaches eighty percent of the pre-set goal, based upon the

national average for similar children.

Negative pressure tactics by an ill-prepared teacher could be well

controlled in the Performance-based internship classroom. Whereas not
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all children are inclined to get angry, if riven the chance mos/ will

attempt to get even. It won't take long for children in an irrx.rnshiP

class to realize that they, in effect, are certifying their own teacher --

that their scores will be the final determinant. -his is what manv child

advocates have been talking about for years. Schools are for children.

Their behavior should become a guide for ours -- and a measure.

William Wattenberg, at Wayne State University, nerhaps brst sunned

up performance-based certification and its relationship to accountability.

"Both the in-nrocess and final assessment #1f students should
be based on comnetency criteria to he inint1v developed by
faculty, school people, community representatives, and stl-
dents."

Uhile we may not have the technology or motivation to imnlement a

true student performance-based certification system today, we might do

well to adapt to the rhetoric. If worxis do nothinr else, they buffer

the headaches that accompany a battle to create change.
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On the subject of "teacher certification" the Inecial `senate Committee

on Teacher Education hereby recommends that:

1) legislative support for teacher education Programs be., realigned
with priorities that recognize those prop:rams first chancterized
by such concepts as behavioral objectives, performance-I)ar,,d nrep-
aration and individualized student instruction, evaluation, and re-
ward.

2) the !ltate lbani of i:ducation develon a nodel for tea(s:Irr certi-
fication based solely upon pupil achievonent in student-teacher
classrooms and that an q7ency, public or nrivate, be enro'iraged
thr,,,.;h performance c(Intract or other -wan.; to apply nodel in
a piiot project.

3) toe State Department of Education inform the legislature in writing
as to which of the above recommendations are already in progress, which
are planned, the agency and action required to direct and enforce the
recommendations, and their results.



"The potential advantages of actual classroom teaching exper-
iences for the young undergraduate teacher trainee are manifold.
That there is no public university or college in Michigan demand-
ing extensive pre student teaching experiences save the standard
classroom observation experience is an amazing reality. The logi-
cal extension of this fact is that neither the interest nor the
energy of the future teacher is being exploited, expanded, or
measured."

01AFTEP. VT

"re-service C1as3room
Involvcrinnt for Future
TeacIprs



The future teacher is not being involved in classroom instruction

until far too late in his post secondary school training. According to

many special Senate committee witnesses this problem is magnified by a

job market saturated with certificated professionals many of w: Cori could

hardly be called competent.

The potential advantages of actual classroom teaching exneriences

for the young undergraduate teacher trainee are manifold. That there is

no public university or college in Michigan demanding extensive pre student

teaching experiences save the standard classroom observation experience

is an amazing reality. The logical extension of this fact is that neither

the interest nor the energy of the future teacher is being exploited, ex-

panded, or measured.

University of Michigan teacher trainee David Pifer had only just

begun his student teaching when he presented testimony to Senate Education

Chairman Gilbert Bursely and other legislators in Ann Arbor.

"In the last couple of weeks when I first walked into student
teaching, there was a tremendous shock; and I think that shock
comes from a lack of exposure. We spend a great deal of time
in the classroom learning terms, but we have very little con-
tact with the students the. we are to deal with."

The principal of Lansing's Everett .sigh School, Cal Anderson, told

the special Senate committee that students of teaching technolo7v were

not the only people to benefit from early exposure to the classroom.
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"We have developed some programs on a limited basis with
Michigan State University, for example, where we provided
some classroom experience much earlier than the usual stu-
dent teaching experience with young people. This earlier
experience has taught us two things; one, there were some
who were committed to teaching and this reinforced this
commitment; and secondly, it was only at this point that
some prospective teachers realized that teaching is not
what they really wanted to do. We think that it is early
in any program that is developed, that we develop some ex-
periences working with young people prior to the student
teaching experience, which usually comes within the last
year of the undergraduate progrmn."

The opportunity to fail is one that is not often provided by our

teacher education institutions. Belleville administra -or, Chuck Jaquith,

told the special Senate committee that this fact is evidenced by the "low

failure rates which can reflect excellence in instruction, but often indi-

cate performance demands which are not as critical as other kinds of higher

education."

David Newbury, of Hazel Park, told the special committee that he

thought the student teaching experience should be a gradua4. process in-

volving varying degrees of commitment at various stages.

"Pre-service education should embody a sequential series
of intern experiences involving increased degrees of re-
sponsibility for and interaction with children. These
should start early enough to permit aspiring teachers to
determine whether professional education is an appropriate
vocation and before an 'all or nothing' commitment is made."

Early classroom experiences, said Ypsilanti teacher Stephen 7ttor at

the U of :! special Senate committee hearing, provic:e the opprrtimity for

stu-lents to "...find out what it is like, find out if they it or

don't like it."
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This point was made even another way in October; 1171, by Alliam B.

Cansfiel.!, a Kalamazoo Public School officials at the. Western "ichigan

University hearing on teacher training.

"Teacher training institutions need to move to obtain
an early commitment from those entering, the teacher
profession. It is as important that a student make a
decision not to enter the teaching profession as it is
to rake a decision to enter the teaching, profession."

An early active involvement provides benefits to the student and to

the university teacher education program. William Wattenberg, of Wayne

State's College of Education told the special corrittee at Wayne that

community service is a natural consequence of early involvement.

"Future teachers should be brought into useful service
with children in schools as early as possible. They
should be regarded as professionals who can and should
assume responsibility for educational relationships with
pupils; their presence in the school should be an asset
to the schools."

What happens to a student who after three and one-half years of

teacher preparation discovers he just doesn't like the job? Student

David Pifer told the Senate ccamittee of the frustrations involved.

"You have spent four years when you go to student teach
and all of a sudden you find out that you're really not
cut out for teaching but then you begin to wonder, well,
what do I do next? You haven't got any money to go
back to school; you really don't want to work in a fac-
tory, so you go into teaching. You're not cut out for
it; you're a poor teacher. You may know that, Nit you
don't know where to go because you have spent four years
training for something which you could have found out in
the first two that you weren't cut out for. If we could
develop some observation programs, some tutoring programs,
within the first two year that students come to college,
I think this would be extremely beneficial."
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The special Senate committee discovered an inadequacy in pre-service

classroom experiences. Py the same token, changes are occurring. Michigan

/ State alucation Professor Henry Kennedy explained some changes.

"Next year we're shifting one of our positions around to
provide for the half time of one person to work with
schools and be a liaison person between the schools and
our institution in providing pre-student teaching contacts
with the schools. So we hope to iron out some of the
problems we've had, open up more opportunities for stu-
dents and help the professors who would like to have their
students get some in-school experience to arrange these.
I would like to have these start as early as possible,
maybe the freshman or sophomore year, and continue through
the program."

Many of Michigan's finest teachers today have come to four year in-

stitutions with an Associates Degree from a Community College. Because

of their independence, initiative, and general maturity, these students

often become Michigan's best teachers. Should the State Board of Edu-

cation request, for example, that several semesters of classroom exper-

ience in all cases be necessary for consideration for certification?

'inould junior college transfers be required to remediate?

We will place some of our brightest and most dedicated young people

at a corcctitive disadvantage to those students who have comrleted their

entire acade7ic program in a four year institution. However difficult it

seers to negotiate the obstacles, argunents in support of the early class-

room experience for the future teacher still hold -- that such an exper-

ience is good for all -- the future teacher, the school provram, the school

child and t:le community. None of these factors necessarily would be

effected ii ply because students of the technology of teaching are en-

rolled Community College rather than Oakland University.



Also the very suggestion that somethin7, meek will hannPn as a result

of an early classroom experience is somewhat simplistic. Soir authorities

say that the best early classroom experiences wi31 be those that are highly

structured or closely supervised. Others reel that full classroom respon-

sibility should be placed on the future teacher as soon as possible. Re-

gardless of personal feeling about this very critical issue, it is clear

that the supe-visine teacher is likely the sin7lemost significant deter-

minant of the quality of the early classrom experience.

When he was asked to cornent on this reaction of the co-rdttee, standby

Chuck Jaquith suggested that the Eastern Michiran University pre-student

teaching program be mentioned.

Most importantly, Jaquith believes that "methods" courses in

teacher training should be instructed, in part at least, by nracticing

teachers. Such a program would possibly reduce the credibility gap pres-

ently existing between university education course instructors and students

soon to face day to day classroom management crises.

More and more people are pointing to local school districts, and par-

ticularly to Michigan's intermediate school districts to provide the um-

brella under which future teacher trainine, propra'is can be undertaken.

Pierce McLeod of the ilacomb County Intermediate rIchool 'District calls

early pre-service classroom involvement "...a -lust. "'he nature 'f their

experiences should not be left to the university alone."
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Recommendations

On the subject of "early practical classroom experience for teacher

trainees' rile Special Senate Committee on Teacher Education hereby recommends

tar.:

1) (arly involvement of teacher trainees in public and/or private elem-
entary and secondary schools become a primary priority in teacher train-
inp nrograms.

2) in order to prevent extensive experiential remediation, early class-
room experience options for perspective teachers studying at the junior
or -7.:unity college level be made availa!-,ie Lmmediately.

3) tie State Department of Education develop a theoretical proposal
shifting the teacher education role from the university to the inter-
mez!iate school district or local district level.

4) the State Department of Education inform the legislature in writing
a1 to which of the above recommendations are already in progress, which
are nlanned, the agency and action required to direct and enforce the
recorrrndations, and their results.
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"Some universities currently have well established apprentice
options. But, to at least one observer, David 71ewbury, good programs
sometimes happen for the wrong reason..."

AnThro!l
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T;ix. the present teacher education picture is void of on-the-job

training for future teachers was no surprise to special committee chair-

!lan Senator Anthony 3tanri. In fact, when asked what the sneLial commit-

tee would lo, 'senator Starr,' said he would encourage snecial comittee

members to promote the development of "teacher-apprenticeships.'

Carol Anne Bowen called for "less responsibility" and "rlore assis-

tance" to struggling novice teachers while John Namdell, a WN1; student,

detailed his mplaint.

"Doctors do not begin practicing the study of medicine
right away after they graduate after four years, lawyers
do not begin practicing They have to go out and get
practical application, bring this back to their class-
room, have seminars: and that is the way that I think
you can become a professional teacher."

William Coats, Superintendent of Kalamazoo Public Schools, expressed

a need for internship alternatives in his innovative teacher training

proposal.

...many teachers report that their first year or two
,f teaching experience following their graduation from
college, is, in fact, the 'training' they receive for
their future years in education."*

Kalamazoo public school official, William Cans field, corroborated

testimony that internships will help force a mom serious comritment on

tutux teachers while simultaneously providin7 an access to n-eyiously

unayallaLde experiences.

" From "A Proposal for an Experinental Prot-ram in Teamer lucation."
3u3mittec, to the 'lichigan -)epartment of Education in January, 1372, by
Marshall Wolfe and William Coats.
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"Once a commitment is made to enter the teaching profession,
it is recormnded that early experiences with children of
differing ages and from differing backgrounds he a part of
the teacher training program. In some cases, experiences
with children are reserved until the final year or even the
final semester of the teacher training program. It is often
apparent that teachers have had limited experience with child-
ren prior to certification."

From garland Bluhm, Director of the Mental Health Board, a word about

OJT -- on-the-job training for teachers.

"The problem of which all of us are aware, including the
university, is the difficulty of allowing the potential
teacher to receive appropriate on-the-job training. The
rind le of immediacy indicates that as soon after a

specific 'techniquel course 5s taken the techniques are
soon lost if not practiced. For example, a student may
take the teaching of art in the elementary school and the
teaching of reading in the elementary school as sopho-
mores or juniors and have no exposure to the actual
teaching of these subjects until student teaching.
Therefore, I would recommend the development of practi-
cums in working with courses or that the timing of taking
the methods courses correspond more closely with the
practice teaching assignments."

David Newbury offered a word on the importance of unilateral in-

volvement in the development of student internships for future teachers.

"Pre-service education courses are frequently not responsive
nor relevant to 'real' educational practices because of in-
appropriate and deficient interaction between public school
and college professional staff. To clarify working relation-
ships, colleges and universities should grant full authority
for all field experiences to a single department or entity
designed and staffed appropriately for that function. Univer-
sity supervision of student interns should be conducted by
full time people whose expertise is in the behavioral aspects
of teaching. They should operate in conjunction with local
district intern centers on a basis consistent enough to develop
a background of understanding of the districts they serve.
Universities or college departments should provide subject
matter consultants to both local district cooperating teachers
and interns as a part of the compensation for providing field
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experiences. Such resource people sho.A.A oe coordinated through
the autonomous 'field experience offic,n.' College of educa-
tion teachinl, staff, as a matter of policy, qhould be cornit-
ted to a specified nurber of hours of consultation and/o,"
visitation to local public school districts. Conversely,
local districts who are in a cooperative relationship should
r:1,11e available professional staff as resource people to nre-

service education classes. Local school district profossion-
al staff should be involved with university staff in t'evel-
o7,ii:J a variety of 'new' models of teacher preparation )rograms
ba;P.: utx'n the forepoint. points. Temporary nepartment of Fri-

uc,Ition approval of suc:1 models shoul,! then be jointly :'sought

by public school and university officials."

Cecil Hebrew talk! the Special Comittee on Teacher Education in Ann

Arbor thAt he:

...would like to see the teachers workinp; under a master
teacner for at least a year, rather than the (short) time
tnev are working now."

Dwi.-.ht Alien and Tenn llawkes seem to think internships --particu-

'arl t:OSC that permit 'shadowing" as they say -- would he valuable for

T:Iat it mi3ht also put some positive pressure on '-astei7teachers"

is implie I in the subtitle of this excerpt from their recent Phi Delta

:*Tan article.*

";haslowini, or 'Do yal hear those footsteps and all that
:1,:fin and Duffin77' by Dwizht Allen an,! raenn Hawke G.

A stli.ient of presidential politics would nrobably learn
about his f icyld by 'shadowing' a nresilent durinc,

:dz.; f!rm of office than he could learn by reading all
:cooks that have been written on the subject. Cpr-
a cood dose of shadowing would be constructive in

expericmce. In some areas of ethicational
training -- especially administration -- provisions are
7.ki-X! for rr?eriencPf; of this kind. The doctoral student

serves (is an assistant to a teacher or atiministrator.

anc! Hn of v/iticatinn
(u;:.; -irrmth Pro--r-r-.:3," Phi Delta 3entc-ribyr, 1170, p 5



is probably learning more from just being around his
mentor than he is learning fran any formal study connected
with the assistantship. Shadowing is an extension and
deepening of the internship idea -- it entails spending
long hours in the conpany of individuals who possess
knowledge. skills, and attitudes that are worthy of exam-
ination in some depth by the trainee. While there are
no specific formulae for the shadading concert, one possi-
bility might be to select five or ten people to shadow
for two or three weeks each during a semester. Several
students could arrange to switch off at various intervals
and occasionally meet to compare notes. Rather than take
courses, students would take individuals Oho have you
got this semester?' "Well, let's see, I've got Jones
first, then McDougald, Sams, Washington, and Trask. ho
have you got?") Credits for taking people could be ad-
ministered just as credits are given for taking courses.
This process could provide very interesting feedback for
teachers and administrators."

Some universities currently have well established apprentice options.

But, to at least one observer, David Newbury, good programs sometimes

happen for the wrong reason -- Cole's law of perpetual overloading.*

"The number, timing and duration of intern experiences
apparently reflect the convenience of college calendars
and course offerings rather than the reality of public
school terms and teaching responsibilities."

As Ypsilanti teacher Stephen Etter said, summarily, maybe a longer

* Cole's law of perpetual overloading states:

In a bureaucratic system, public need is defined by a government's
ability and desire to adminis4.er to it. Hence the singlemost simificant
determinant of the diagnosis, duration of stay and treatment procedure in
a mental hospital for an individual patient is probably the number of
available doctors, beds and/or pills at that moment. The indisputable
moral of the story is that if you ever get committed to a state !nstitu-
tion, do it in the "peak" season unless, of course, your goal is so-e-
thing other than a rapid release.
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program in teacher education would be advantageous.

"I would heartily applaud a longer education program for
prospective teachers. I know many universities around
the country are going to five-year programs and four-
year programs ar,d apprentice programs; and I'm not really
sure what the implications are as far as successful oper-
ation afterwards, but I feel possibly this is a good dir-
ection to take.'

At t.le very least the preceding reasoning would provide us with an

alibi for maintaining, the status quo in teacher education.
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Recommendations

Because of a ;rowing awareness that alternatives to our present teacher

training programs must be developed, the Special Senate Cornittee on Teacher

Education hereby recommends that:

1) the State r)epartment of. Education, wherever possible, encourage
"internship programs" in teacher education.

2) universities engaged in the training of teachers in Michigan
further recognize the need to develop on-the-job type training
programs.

3) tile legislature be given a report on the existing internship
programs in Michigan. Included in the report should be number of
students, total hours, rates of pay (if any), types of arrangements
with school districts and other information seen to be necessary by
the State Department of Education Division of Teacher Certification
and Professional Development Services.

4) the State Department of Education inform the legislature in writing
as to which of the aboqe recommendations are already in progress, which
are planned, the agency and action required to direct and enforce the
recommendations, and their results.

do
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"With some professionals such as doctors and lawyers, much knowledge
and technical skill is acquired through working encounters with other
professionals. Not so for teachers."

(71A177.P. VITT

In-servirA,
or

"eeninc* a flood Telcr r'ood"



The rvst significant forces molding the tiohavior of a noviee teacher

are his interactions with chi2lren, adrdnistrators and fellow teachers in

his first few years in the classroom. With some professionals such as

doctors and lawyers, much knowledge and technical skill is acquired through

working encounters with other professionals. hot so for teachers.

In teaching, much if not all of the training experience occurs in a

self-contained classroom. Very few peer evaluation experiences ever occur.

Interactions are generally limited to teacher lounges and association and

staff meetings.* Most experimentation is trial and error.

The fact that most professional experiences for teachers are isolated

and unobserved has encouraged school districts, state education departments

and teaching associations to develop supervised in-service experiences for

teachers. Because of the orientation of teacher education institutions

and because of the very nature of the teaching community, the oL'ieetives

of in-service instruction for teachers have been aenerallv vaaue, process

rather than product oriented, and aimed at meetina !,,rnup needs rather than

the needs of individuals.

At Itichigan State University in-service heains before pre-service ends.

"A three-week seminar Following student teaching is provided
for prospective secondary school teachers to extent ! the depth

* Charles Jaquith, "Teacher Education in 'lichigan: A Chana,inp Pers-

pecti. Assn. of (3c:Iool Principals. December 1, i972.
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and range of methods developed in student teaching
tapes, audio tapes, peer teaching, and secondary
erials are used to provide stimulation. This is
based course."

. Television
classrnom mat-
a comntency-

A pre-service in-service program is also offered as part of the MSU

elementary education preparation package.

"An elective, post-student teaching course is offered for
prospective elementary teachers to provide them with an
opportunity to receive Ime help with problers identified
during the student teaching experience."**

Called "post-student teaching," the MSU concept requires some students

to return to the university to analyze their achievement in the schools. It

also serves as a temporary decompression chamber providing the oxygen so

badly needed after an often breathless student teaching experience. Third,

such a program helps develop a habit -- continuing education. But rather

than crediting students in these programs with altruistic motivation, the

fact that they are "captives" helps attendance.

Other teacher education programs have recognized the need for in-service

follow-up, consultation and education. Madonna College, in the northwest

Detroit area, is a historical leader in in-service.

"Axing its twenty-five years of existence Madonna Collr,e has
ride every effort to continually improve and strengthen the
teacher education program and thus promote excellence in the
preparation of prospective elementary and secondary teachers.
A 1365 follow-up study of the 1959-1964 teacher 7raduates in

* from "New Approaches to Teacher Preparation at "ichic-An State Univer-
sity," mimeo, available in College of Ed., p. 2.

** Cit., p. 1.
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their first-year teaching positions indicated that ,14.16 percent
of the beginnin7 teachers were rate(! by their ,wincipals as Per-
forming above average. A comparable study in i'."1 revealel sim-
ilar findings. !lost educators believe that the real test of the
effectiveness of a teacher education program lips ultimately in
the kinds of teachers who enter the profession.

In 1967 the College initiated a program to assist the beginning
teacher on the iob. The College in-service coordinator visits
the first-year graduate at least once during the teacher's ini-
tial teaching experience. The in-service prorsram has a four-
fold purpose: (a) to ensure effective progress by providing
the neophyte with understanding and encouragement during the
period of adjust,nent, (b) to discover the problems of the begin-
ning teacher as soon as possible and to help remedy them, (c) to
help the new teacher integrate theory and practice, and to pro-
vide any other assistance required, and (d) to collect data for
determining the effectiveness of the teacher education program." *

Dean William Menge of Wayne Sta4 University summed up the need for a

continuous attempt to upgrade professionals through teacher certification

with this remark to the special committee:

"With reference to the relationship, the seamless web between
pre-service and in-service education, there is no guarantee
and there never has been and there never will he any ri.uarantee
that a 'well-prepared teacher' graduating from collere with a
degree, honors, having done well in practice teaching, will
still be a 'good teacher' two years from now after being assigned
some school system. You don't stay good unless you're in a
situation which tends to reward and expect and enhance forward
continuous improvement on the lob. Unless we have a staff de-
velopment progrin tied in with pre-service education and an
integral part of it, the best teachers that were ever produced
will not remain good for very long."

"Now to keep teachers good" is the question at tris Doint. There in,

little disagreement that well planneil, -y,rformanc-1)aq,.d in-qervice trainirw

*
from a memo to 3o.nator A. ;ta-r.! frrn .late. "-- 'Auriana, Acadrmic

Dean, Madonna College, livonia, Pe. in-T;Prvirp trainir-.
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for teachers will benefit all parties to public. education.

Beyond the question of whether or not in-service traininrr should be

required of teachers is the question of who should foot the bill. Various

plans have suggested at least partial state fundim, for in-service training.

Others remain firmly convinced that in-service training should he totally

tie responsibility of the teacher.
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The :;pecial :;en ate Corrdttee nil Teac..JIrr- l ;11C.,! on lull"

state's responsibility to quality education for ,1 ..1hildron Further

realizes a responsibility to ;tichigan teachen; 1.thr) qeek to f.x: their
rofessional skill3. Thereto 'F' this commit_tefi heiv!:)y recorrrsrll- that

legislation be adopted requiring all full-time teachers and el(::::inintrators

to be on the job a minimum of two hundred working. days Per year. (It is
assumed that r_luring the extra ten to twenty day period the able time

will be use47u1 for administrator and teacher in-service seminars and

planning sessions.)



...no profession, especially teaching, can he expected to admin-
ister to the needs of everyone equally uniess the racial and eth-
nic makeup of the profession accurately reflec'-s the makeup of thn
people it serves."

".7 :ATITT 71.

'711E2 ,er of
or

"A "no' ! 'ertr:kle.r .;



Durinp, the course of the teacher trainin investigation, the office

of Senator Stamm received many letters on numerous aspects of teacher

education. Although it would not be appropriate to nrint each letter in

its entirety, one exception has been made.

Contained as appendix 1 of this report is a "memo" to the special

committee from the MEA volunteer consultant, :Iermen Coleman. -1% Coleman's

letter expresses well the sentiment displayed often during the Senate

hearings -- that no profession, especially teachin:1, can be cr,ected to

administer to the needs of everyone equally unless the racial and ethnic

makeup of the profession accurately reflects the lakeun of the people it

serves.

:a% Coleman's memo is not restricted to topics of race or socio-

economic status. Rather it speaks of an involvement in and commitrent to

long awaited change in education.

At ;ayne State University, David Newbury of 1:A7:el Park told the

committee of the importance of fostering a continuous interaction between

the teacher education institution and the community.

I think the issue of community involvement is ready vital if
we truly are concerned with degrees of teaching _her than
teaching degrees because it's manifestly true any' marguable
that a good deal of a youngster's education occurq beforf, 11(1
arrives in school. ...I think the fact is, thnugh, that a-3 lone
as we arg, in this continuous interaction, un have the no'r!ntial
for making decisions that do yield teachnr9 who mal-e a f!iffer-
ence in their degree of teaching rather than in their tpachirm
degree.
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Community involvement at all levels of a teacher's training is seen

as critical to the production of well-rounded and well-grounded profession-

als. So important is community involvement that some seem to say without

it a teacher cannot be competent.

Rosa Torres told the special committee in Lansing that the Lansing

Teacher Corps has developed a program in which interns become a part of

the community.

One of the things the Teacher Corps does have is a community
involvement program in which we are trying to get the interns,
the trainees, to get into the community for more interaction
while they're becoming teachers so that they really get to
know the community and the community gets to know them. That
interaction is so necessary for a good teacher.

Part of the Wayne State University strategy seems to be allowing local

participation in the teacher training process. Dale Menge of Wayne has en-

couraged a joint university-community venture in teacher training. Part of

his rationale is exposed in this comment.

Parents and citizens generally have perhaps the biggest stake
of all, next to the students, in the quality of education. We
must find a more effective machinery for responsible participa-
tion of citizens generally in helping to determine policy, but
beyond that in helping to assess the outcomes of the invest-
ments, the efforts, in public education in this state.

A parent, Madelon Moore, endorsed Dean Menge's efforts with the follow-

ing comment.

I'd like to say as a parent who's been involved about seventeen
years with the schools that I think education is so terribly im-
portant in this day, but right now I find the programs that we
have going with the Wayne students and with other volunteers in
the community are fabulous. They see each other, they talk with
each other, they get involved and I just can't think of anything
better. As a mother I see different mothers in this school and
I hear their feelings about the teachers, and they just can't Rat
over it themselves, how great these students are that come out
and what a big difference it's made with Johnny having so anr!
so work with his or whatever. To me it's a terrific prorran.
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A solution to the problem of how to develop more relevant eurriculum

through tile joint effort of the university and the conmunity lc proposed in

the -;St: document, 'New Approaches to Teacher Preparation at :1ichiean State

University" (a mimeo, available from the :1St' Education Collere).

Ideally, every student would be willine to make a commit-lent
to aelp in the solution of some of the problems of education
in the inner-city without regard to the personal dislocation
involve:1. Practically, we know this is not true. Therefore,
we try to provide a program which will fit the degree of cormit-
ment each student is willing to make.

For those students havine a high level of coemitment to inner-
city teaching, we have a program which involves the student
for nearly two years of the four year program in work in the
inner-city schools of Flint. Course work in pedagogy is offered
there in the environment of the public schools. A very care-
fully guided year of internship is a part of this involvement.

For those students who are unwilling to absent themselves from
the campus for more than a year, we offer a program which pro-
vides for a six-month experience in inner-city schools in De
troit, at which time learning theory is carefully integrated with
supervised practice and with enriched resources for teaching in
inner-city schools.

'de also offer a special master's degree program with emphasis
on the problems of urban education. The program is one that
is geared specifically to the problems encountered in the schools
by inner-city teachers.

The concept of multi-ethnic educational experiences for teacher trainees

is only now beginning to be seriously accepted. Some sueeest that it took

violent mass rioting in the hot summers of the late sixties to noint Amer-

ica's e.hcational attention in the direction of tier inner cities. lone

say it is. the threat of a federal judge sendin:- tee ehildren r- the white

1=2,1eet sack to the cities their parents escane I from that has rellienel
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national educational priorities. However virtueless the reason, the facts

say that it is not enough to appoint a panel to appraise the 'viterial in

our social studies books and determine that it is free of rac:il bias. We

must do more.

Educational philosopher Dwight Allen suggests that a "conscious effort"

is not enough.

Rather than try to suggest some sweeping solution, perhans edu-
cators can begin by simply recognizing the extent to which rac-
ism is in fact a major educational issue. In behavioral terms
this might mean establishing commissions on racism in institu-
tions where we train our professionals. Professional trainees,
as well as those doing the training, should be encouraged to
involve themselves direct& in the perplexing problems that
perneate American education with respect to matters of racial
prejudice.*

Closer to home, a "Proposal for Improving Teacher Training Institutions

in the State of Michigan", written by a group of University of lichi7an

teacher education students** suggests the minority and multi-ethnic education-

al experience as being only one place where the teacher education curriculum

is in need of revision.

Sore suggest that all Michigan's teachers must be exposed to a variety

of cultural experiences. Soon it will he clear that America's educational

standards will no longer tolerate teachers whose behavior is controlled by

racial biases. Then we will agree that a good teacher is a good teacher of

minorities and vice versa.

* Dwight Allen and qlenn Hawkes, "Reconstruction of teac:Inr 7.ducation
and Professional Growth Programs," Phi Delta Kappan, September, 1970, p. 11.

** "Proposal for Improving Teacher Training in the eltate nf vichigar,"
was prepared by a group of University of Michigan students directpc! by
Robert Seltzer. The Special Senate Committee on Teacher Education has
additional copies.
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Recommendations

The special Senate Committee on Teacher 7ducation fully realizes the

State's responsibility for quality education for all children and further

realizes a responsibility to all Michigan teachers to ensure that they

possess appropriate teaching skills to positively affect the lives of

children from all social, ethnic, or racial backgrounds. Therefore this

committee hereby recommends that colleges of education, teacher and admin-

istrator orzanizations, local and intermediate school districts, citizen

groups and others interested in education insist that as a necessary

requisite for the acquisition of teacher certification a teacher trainee

be required to demonstrate his classroom skills in as wide a variety of

social settings as possible.
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"The need for action was magnified when a
approached the Senate Education Comrittee
the furviincv, of a special remedial readin7,
students -- for his teachers."

school sunerintendent
with as request for
program... not for his

toiti
OW.



"Rea.iing" becaue evident is a key issu in s)ecial ote subcommittee

hearings on teacher education. The consensus was "there is I.e. too little

instruction in the teaching of reading in nur teacher preparation programs."

Robert Chamberlain, a Lansing school district official, took the leg-

islature to task on this count.

"New teachers are being produced with very little instruction
in the teaching of reading and virtuolly none in arithmetic,
yet the State nepartment of 7ducation rlaces top priority on
these two fields of competency. I would respectfully surgest
that this represents an intolerable inconsistency within the
framework of legislative control."

Others who testified before the Senate committee or participated in

volunteer sessions assigned the blame elsewhere. School Superintendent

from Dansville, Lon McCollum, read from a resolution presented by the school

superintendents of Ingham County. Michigan teacher training institutions

"took the heat" in this session.

"It is the responsibility of teacherh-training institutions to
prepare teachers to meet the needs of contemporary society, in-
cluding those young people who a generation ago would have prob-
ably dropped out of school with readin7 difficulties and who
the public schools are today seeking to educate Most communities
of Michigan recognize reading deficiencies as one of the major
problems of students in the public school system and the inabil-
ity to read as one of the major handicaps of a citizen in our
society today."

The Ingham County resolution stressed the intensity of fie commitment

superintendents make to universities when hiring their oraduates.

"The major responsibility for the teachinc' of reading reqts
in the field of language arts in the public schools; anc!, th
teacher training institutions in the State of 'lichi7,an train
the malor share of first-year teachers enp.loyc:! by the public
schools within the 3tate of :tichiF;an."



Reading skills are necessary for nearly every venture a student may

undertake during his course of study in the public schools. From the

nature of the testimony collected in special committee hearinls it became

clear that the view of the function of reading is rapidly shifting from a

Victorian "cultural enrichment" attitude to a twentieth century "physical

survival" view. "how can a student driver learn to 'turn right on a red

light after a complete stop' unless he can read the sign?" "If she cannot

read the label, how can a young mother know 'not to induce vomiting' when

she finds her infant daughter sucking on a bottle of Drano?"

A position paper presented to the volunteer consultants of the special

Senate committee in a joint effort between the Middle Cities Instruction

Group and the MCA division of minority affairs sums up widespread dis-

content for the lack of emphasis on reading in the teacher education curri-

culum.

"Some time ago the Middle Cities Group made a survey of our
member schools to determine the amount of specific training
that new teachers had received in reading and mathematics,
both at the elementary and secondary levels. The results
confirmed our suspicions that for secondary teachers of
English for example, almost none had had any work in the
teaching of reading. The heavy concentration was in liter-
ature. Yet in our urban schools we find students entering
junior-high an senior-high school where hig,h percentages are
reading several craos tJolaq readinF level. Yr-riling this,

we continue to train teachers in the samo way anri think
that sometnin,.. -*pin:, to happen when they become
teachers. ,r

41liam Cans:ield (;cscri!.ed the :11d 10 rities study anetL-,' way. It

is i:74.->ortant to nw.,! Cra;,:::rld, quite fairly, excludrm tachers them-

selves from the burvien of refmonsibility for a :acl of rea !in' ift,tructirl,!

F;0



skills.

"Within the last two years representativ.
in the :Iiddle Cities Instructional (.1roe irvevod thcl?
teat; inF staff to assess the levels ol nreeiriFion in tIo
areas in reading and mathematics. It was :(-%nd that most
secondary teachers have had no preparation in the area r.
reading. It was also found that a serprisinvlv high nurber
of elementary teachers, including those tear,; Dina lower 0'1.0-
mentary classes who have a major responsilility for devel-
opmental reading courses, have had little, if any, foral
training in the teaching of reading...Unprepared teachers
cannot be held accountable in procTams such as these."

David Newbury very clearly told the special -,enate corri!-tee at the

Wayne State University hearing that the emnhas i on readinr in the teacher

education curriculum in no way reflects the necessity for st&ents in the

elementary or secondary school to have a grasp of reading skills.

"Pre-service experiences in language arts and reading apparent-
ly do not reflect the degree to which these components are cen-
tral to elementary teaching. Similarly, secondary pre-service
education tends to reflect the view that the need for develop-
mental reading skills ends in the elementary grades...Pre-
service training for elementary teachers in the teachinr. of
reading and language arts should be immediately and signifi-
cantly increased. All secondary teachers, regardless of their
content area, would have course work in develonmental reading
appropriate to their content area."

In fairness, if it were not the case that reading teaching skills

could be successfully taught, discourses such 13 these woul(: he meaning-

less. They may be, anyway.

Sister Mary Lauriana -end some sister silers were quirk to point to

the successes that small, private colleges suc!1 3s !'afInnna Collocre in the

northwest :)etroit area have had in subject areas e-411o'l rra'i: i instruction.

',ince 1366 both elementary and socondary toac;on, arr,

to pursue in addition to the general methc.Is at le.lc;t- one



course in reading. In this course they learn to diagnose read-
ing difficulties and to teach through working with Children at
least two hours weekly in the Madonna Coll ocr Psycho-rducation-
al Center."

The "Madonna" program report serves as an example of eiLective teaching

of reading instruction skills since both methods and diagiostic skills are

taught. It would be well to point out also that the "Madonna" program

qualifies, at least in regard to reading, as a nerformance-based prepara-

tion program.

The following is a brief report on "reading instruction" activity at

Michigan State University taken from one of their numerous den.: ....tment pub,

lications.

PREPARATION FOR READING INSTRUCTION AT MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

The College of Education at Michigan State University shares
the sentiment expressed by the M.A.S.A. and other professional
groups regarding the importance of the teaching of reading as
a part of a preparation program for prospective teachers. The
curriculum in teacher education now includes:

A pre-student teaching course in readin7 methodology
is required of all MSU elementary education majors
and is unique in three ways: it models the instruc-
tional principles we want elementary teachers to use,
it is performance-based, and it offers numerous op-
tions for pursuing-T7Tvidual needs and interests.

The modeling aspect of the course is essentially a
matter of the teacher educator "precticincv. what he
preaches." The major principles beim, mode led
instructor accountability, comnetencv !)ased instruc-
tion, application of the principles of lnarniml
theory, and the development of humanistic relation-
ships between instructor and student.

The competency-based aspect of the courso snPciaos
63 teachin;7, behaviors needed by readini: teachers anJ



provides experience in which stedent roast actal1 !
perform each of these behaviors in si-lnlated teachin"
situations. The emphasis is on dcr.enstralmi perfe-re.-
ance, student activity, and naster." ob7iect:e)

as opposed to the traditional pract;ee listenine
to a lecture ind complet_n ! a finl: ...:an,leation. 7
bulk of the g0 objectives focuses lieenosis, brie:
skill instruction, ano organization mr! management ):

individualized instruction.

Secondary school student teachers are -iven exnerience.; to devel-
op the followin::, competencies in readine instruction: !,:entifi-

cation of the major elements of readir comprehension
their content areas; Assessment and nTefiline of sneciz:e read -
in;; skills of their students; Application of a directe,' reading
sequence; Application of differentiated reading methods to
individualize in heterogeneous !TOMS: neterrination or eeade
ability levels of materiels; Anplicalien of lee-melee (.x-,erience
approaches; Application of motivational techniques.

Graduate experiences in secondary reading are also offercv!. Here
the student must analyze the major cormonents of secondary read-
ing programs: curriculum evaluation, reading and study sk511
methods, materials, problems of special g,roups. Methods of de-
veloping comprehensive programs that encompass reading, instruction
in content area classrooms and individualized learning centers are
also included.

In a "program approval" certification system the per of school districts

to objectively select individual teachers is Althoiwn -job appli-

cants could be subjected to a battery of tests in order to determine levels

of competency, this would be an expensive and burdensome tasl- for any local

personnel office. whereas performance level verification is li sited prior

to the time of employnpent in a local district, local boards o education

have, in the past year or taro, begun to specify conneencips in the teachini7

of reading as a necessary condition of employment. 1herear. even such "pro-

eressive districts" are found to rely uT)on a stw!ent's colle-e .-ranscript

as evidence of competency, many wil. riot talk to teachers who -Innot nroe

duce evidence of at least 'runnin7, the course'.



The importance of reading instruction skills and the impact that

local districts can hive upon the development of programs to nrovide read-

ing instruction competencies are seen in the summary of the Ingham Superin-

tendents' association resolution on reading.

... Be it therefore resolved that preference be given in the
hiring of language arts teachers at the secondary kvel, and
all elementary teachers to those candidates who have had
specific courses in the teaching of reading in their under-
graduate programs."
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Recommendations

On the subject of the teaching of reaclin.', skills the Special Senate

Committee on Teacher Education hereby recommends that:

1) because it provides a base from which anv other subject area can
be followed as an individual, readinp, should be treated at all levels
of school with the respect it deserves -- as a most important skill.

2) that local school district personnel offices develop an objective
measure used to determine the skill level of teachers at ail grades in
so far as the teaching of reading is concerned and that they simply
NOT HIRE AV TEACHER who cannot perform at least adequately in the area
of reading skill development.
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...educational colleges are training professionals without ever
saying what they want them to be. Likewise, school districts are
hiring professionals without being able to say what they want them
to do."

Aoo
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Allen anu ':awkes relate caution in education to stagnation.

'We have viewed experinentation and innovation as unten-
able unless we could guarantee success at thn outset. Of
course an experiment that is sure to succeed is really no
experiment. 'de must he bold enough not only to recoFnize
the validity of change, but bold enough to accept initial
failure of an innovative idea."*

The e:.:perimentation and chin 'e in clear. #

:02.1:essity f--)r often becomes vague and un!efined. Dean '-',i.n,!herr,

of ..este:n nliversitv, told the snecial 'senate committee what

3Per.S rood reasons for 1K.a.

"...-t.hose things that were relevant when you and I were
educate. I are not relevant today."

?ober:. 2han-,berlain of the Lansing schools cited 17n7lish rrorrams

-...-2a61r21" (22.1_1C:1...i:11 as an excllple of larrely e:roem!it,Are.

the work that an ::n lash major, for instance,
gets in colle7e is really not terril)1,, an-ropriate cor
the he'll he teaching in school."

even 4...-_:rther, Cha:711,erlain pointe.' that beyc.n..! its

content, entire: 7rocess of teacher education .1V h.-

'1 nat when You put neonle the' null 7.c

schools of with one course in the history of
:ucation ':icni,;an am, one course in practice tearil-

:n:, aft: -)no methods, that t: .Ls lust is not coin, to
tte The rest of the time is heirs' spent in

7c;re ary! more math an,: more specific :linci7slinon:
.tn! thin with the kin,! of society that we are !flil'!-
in:, 2sTs,eciallv in ncA that we hay., .f.o

peo7)l,, involve! in the social instit:tionn in
-omm.inities in ac!.!ition to the classrooms, and thesfl
are n. ex7erionce3 they simply can't cot at

level."

-..--

Lul.; c71. cit. , -. "
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',":1a.:J)erlain continued:

'Tra(!itionally, the lajorit7 of tine ha:, ,o'n required

in the specific disciplines, with verk, avai:-
able to the student in working in the art'lal (..lassrom si'-

uation. This :as lo been true beeaust: a .Iononoly o*

stuJont time which has been allocated to the smocific
ciplines, which in effect means that the ''n] to of Muel-
tion has been deprived of the necessary hot n4 to devote
to the techniques of teachin7. and to of :.arc: collet e st11-

dents the opportunity to work in actual classrooms an0
to work in the social institutions of urban communities.
Unless strategies are s' loved from outside the teacher-
training institutions, there cannot he A chan7o from
within: tradition mitigate; against such chamles.
Michislan State, and I think a little hit cruld be said
for .:estern also, is moving in the direction of working
with school districts with the same thou7.ht in mind
that where the action is, is where the youns!sters are;
and the thing that is needed to train teachers is kids.
You 'ust can't do it in the enclosed classro.pms of the
university. There is quite a variation even in lichic7an
from one teacher training institution to another as to
the degree of involvement that they want to memit them-
selves to take part in, and I sense a treronlous amount
of this kind of movement on the part of 1:ichic,,an r',tate

in particular."

l.illi an Cansfield of Kalamazoo said that most everyone in education

is feeiin a pinch for change.

"Public schools are under immense plessure to make proo:rx-.
chani:es that reflect needs of a chani:inc! society. :nstitu-
tions of higher education and particularly teacher
departments of those institutions need to t-irel ways to meet
rapid changes in our society."

:11.:IAVI3RAL I'SYCHOLirY AS A TECHNOLOGY nF .11,-.4 4

Throughout the course of the hearings the onate com7ittoo. wa-1 ex-

posed to many interesting phenomena. Amon7 the most intr.rrstin7 was the

continuinj, report that students were ''turning- n 5ehavioril

psychology courses. Amon7, many inclu !inr "a4 ricl 'c , , the



fooling is that education departments are ignorinc' the vast sups ly of

information available in many psychology prograns.

"I do think we could do a whole lot more in our schools o:
education with all the psychology we kn.ow. ...I see our
your; people coming out very well prepared in subject mat-
ter, but they don't know haw to deal with kids."

An intorcham7e between Senator William Faust anl student 'ian,!v

in :...tlamazoo was very revealing.

'An :nickel : "...the Psycholocv Department hero at Western is
being slighted, also, in that you cannot major in psychol-
ogy and teach elementary school. I found that my psvehol-

c:.asses were more relw,ant to teachin small children
an.1 .learned more about small children in those classes
than I :lid in my education courses. So I had to switch to
seconjary because I couldn't stay in elementary because I'm
a psvcholoav major. ...But I also feel that you -.1u3t be
able to communicate what you know to the children and the
students that you are teaching; and I don't feel that the
classes in education here are I:Tod enourh, thov lust aren't
tectchinF. teachers how to teach other students. Vain, :

fal: :,ack on the psychology departient. "hov have some
re aiT v ,--,00d things going and I think some n: the 9-lucatnr-i

look to the psychology department. ...I've, stay ".!
here 5ecause of the psycho logy department. T feel I'vc
lt?cu-ine,.! so here that is very relevant to what 1

Faust: 'What kind of teachirl-, t!O VW want L) V?"

":',1S:e1: "I'd like to go into elementary !Alt I can't locause I'm a
rs,sv.zholo.y .-ajor, so I'm goinF, into seconf!ory in the srionce field."

`;enote teacher education hearin:s ;Iitnesso t...;timonv pro-

sent,-1 in an extre7ely professional. manner, occ.r;!onc:71,. hi-hlv personal

1:1(ti3nal opinions were aired ;(.)'r what outsi,i the sririt intorde7-1,irt-

CCX -:orat ion. Pro fessor John Rio to l.! ,10 ;0:1

: lbout the movenrnt truard behavic,I. or .1 tee: a ioloiN
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of teaching.

"Any panacea peddler, who wanders in off the street with
simplistic solution to the most complex and monumental
problem faced by modern ran should himself be held account-
able. Perhaps the most pernicious of these pseudo-educators
are the animal trainers who seek to pass off their self-
justified rationale as the bases upon which all human be-
havior must be appraised. In the new kind of ball game,
advocates of special interests along with cultist prophets
thoroughly confuse basic considerations with delusive prom-
ises most of which simply 'throw out the baby to improve the
wash water."'

A University of Michigan student spoke of herself as a '!-rvolutionary"

because of her feelings toward education.

"I started in a junior college called Pine Tleadow Junior
College which is in Boston, Massachusetts; and they started
putting us out in the field when we were 'freshmen. They
did this through the psychology courses and it has worked
out fantastically for me. When I got here to University of
Michigan, I became a tutee of Dr. Williams, who you heard
from earlier, and I was placed in a day care center here in
Ann Arbor. I'm now in my senior year, I am student teach-
ing, and I feel really great about it. I feel I'm prepared;
I feel like it is a good experience, and I still want to he
a teacher, which is sort of revolutionary in a way."

MON1 AS TIE AGF/IT OF CHANGE

Several people who testified before the cornittoo pointer! out the

significance of money to the initiation of change.

Author-educator Icon Less inc has pointer'. out that in a i-Tiven year

less than one dollar will be spent to evaluate each thousand dollars'

worth of elementary and secondary federally funded prof-rams.

:Irig,ht Allen says that ten nercent of all (...ilucation money Should he

discretionary -- available for spur-of-the ma:lon4 rrsear. , no., Irl or lon-



range evaluation purposes.

In another publication Allen explains why specific dollars must be

set aside for experimentation if change is to occur in this manner.

"We desperately need new models of educational research
and implementation. It is not unlikely, for example,
that the current principles of funding and the rules gov-
erning project management have often given rise to a caution
which spells inevitable failure. A good first step toward
eliminating such crippling and excessive caution might be
to admit that research evaluators are inevitably biased. 'le

might then make it a condition of contract funding that a
project in a given area be monitored by an agency outside
the project whose bias is in favor of the stated project ob-
jectives -- e.g., a project on differentiated teaching staff
monitored by a group encouraged by this concent. Such a
system would eliminate the frequent incidents wherein a Pro-
ject is evaluated by a groan with opposin,,, biases and is thus
cut off from funds before it gets a chanc. to demonstrate
failure or success."

Allen sums up his analysis of the state of educational experimenta-

tion by ofterih,f, this casual challenge:

"Our greatest failures as a profession are due to alter-
natives unexamined, questions unasked, and paths not
taken. Once again it is clear that our future success
depends on our taking the necessary steps to make the
process of change part of the educational wondwork.""

FACULTY P.2CYCL=

Throu6hout the special committee hearings and consultant neetinc',

many participants suggested that university instructors ln(! rofessors

asLA6ne...! the responsibility of te.aching teachers he nerioclicrilly sent

t) school in the classroom themselves.

* Allen, "Needed: A New Profesc3iona:im :n Mc-Ition", !rli7loo
presented at AA= annual convention, lav, 191,P, n. 5.

** Allen, OD. cit., n. 4.
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From a document entitled "New Approaches to Teacher preparation at

!lichigan State University" comes the followinc,, report on how 'faculty-

recycling" is occurring there.

'During the past three years, Michigan State University has
made serious attempts to involve its College of Education
faculty in significant teaching experiences in the public
schools. We were particularly concerned that professional
courses at the university level are often staffed by per-
sonnel who have not had recent experiences in inner-city
classrocms.

Participants in Operation REFUEL (relevant experiences for
urban educational leaders) serve on one of four instructional
teams at the Allen Street School in Lansing, Michigan. Each
team consists of two Lansing teachers, one MSU professor,
one or two graduate interns, and two to four student teach-
ers. Each is responsible for the instruction of appro.dmately
50 elementary students. The MSU staff member is a team mem-
ber half-time for 12 weeks. His role in the classroom is
in the-area of his-specialty and involves active partici-
pation with children. Although his primary function is class-
room instruction, an MSU professor may be asked to consult
with members of other instructional teams in his specialty
area.

Similar secondary school opportunities arc offered to our
faculty at Pattengill Junior High and '.:astern High School
in Lansing as a ,-irt of our TT Project.

During the past three years, approximately CO university
faculty members have been engaged in the direct instructior
of pupils in the public schools. The participating professors
have indicated that their experience in the schools has helped
them to improve their methods course teaching. It has helped
each to freshen his memory regarding the r'.av-to-day diffi-
culties encountered in public school teaching. Tt has also
helpe.! him gain creditability among college students !-)v his
wiliinmess to put his ideas 'on the line' in a real classtrom."

71:-1-1iCYA; 0;:r...3ES Ei

Another frequently heard calplaint "netho Is" ea:mos in

teacher trainini; pmr,rans. Part of the prol)ie soons to !,e til- students
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ans: faculty alike are askinp for a little "nraltio.; in what I.:-.

;.rri.;:le I'. This spirit of dminling participation seemed tc qn over-

:lean! throughout lichiRan. in nothi,ds oourse-,, t cry

ri?rforlanco-based nreparation. rlavir! ':emburv's s:rr.tyv to

spec:. :-,1mittee was concise.

:.7oursns are frequently 'additional content coure,.es

rat let than A means to levelop techniques suitable to the
instructicn."

:n . ntpor of Charles Taquith, who prove,: to be

of '6: Artic'llatQ an,1 .:nsiphtful of -Ulf, ".'rate's with- ;cis, comes

t. i;!.atement.

",,,,-1.1se many teacher training institutions offer consider-
cont:ict with theory and philosophy prior to the fie!

experiences, quite often courses in these areas are rearder.!
!AP c*...ent as irrelevant. Students 'hear' abort inOivid-
.2.117.o,: instruction, differentiated staffina,, systems annroa-

-:10;, 1,..t tilev receive their own instruction in tr-t.!-
itionil settimis. ".71e measure of teacher competency

!t:ermine,'. y evaluation of written or oral reports an
r.?:fotriance on written tests." *

to haunt the educational establishment comes 717i7ht Allen with

to e:lucators taken from a mimeogra statement follawled

::)1,:tHn taken from a later national publication.

'As .t :)ofession, we ar r. still investing, mor, lip service than
:ali2r in the problPrn of individualizimc e.ttcational exper-
1011.*C3. In practice, we still clingy- to the nut-modeA notion
t'lat '..here rust be a simile way to teach an entire it-cup of
;t112nts any :articular subject matter, even when wt krrod that

-:0.-tcher i!!;crIti.)n in Michigan.

('hair an, -:(Nichor Iducation

Februa. y 1, 1971.
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a certein type of student studyine a particular kind oc
material with the help of a given teacher' mieht achieve
drametic levels of learning, while 1 different type of
student might fail abysmally with the same material and
the seme teacher but succeed given a silently different
teeceer. 4e must learn to match teacher, materials,
structures, and students in order to create optimal in-
livie!ual learning situations. To date, we have failed
to persistently explore the possible alternatives for so
im!ividualizing instruction.u*

"Tho Credit >lodule as a Unit for Teacher 1;ducation or
louses are made with little bricks.'

lividin6 conventional semester units into smaller units,
or eredit modules, it is possible to create a diversity of
choiee in curriculum Previously not enjoyed by the student.
Theee are two important advantaETs in this revised structure
for credit. First of all, it allows for credit in smaller
'units. Secondly, it encourages decision making in other
titan even senester units. A typical education proeram is
between 20 and 30 semester units or between seven and li
courses -- each typical", three units. Decisions are either
to 'teve or not to have educatinnal psycholoev, educational
socioloy, various winds of rethods, eervev, and develop-
eeerel (-nurses. Insteae, by usin- c'redit modules, you can

oxnerionc-:es which -ay start and end at different times,
.1:::.orent intensities, and in different configurations.

A ..)-unit eAlcation program in ere lit modules would
1.e modulne of credit eivin. y;y1 to 300 .ieoisions

cemponents for a teacher education reoTam rather than
2' .:nits, typically seven decisions, an,' eeven three-nit
courses.

The :irst 3,',:c1itcce of brearine out of the reeinentetion 0'
e: :ee:e- sten :er-! coerses for teacher e'er:It:ion ie ci enee
ef eviousie en'..e,lel freedom. :le(!-Ienly we have en mem--

es, to 'resent tre:v 1Wividualieo.! a] ternat :Ver; in excel t-
ie .. nee we. -;. one o: the way', this ie .!on .it the iversitv

';;:eeicheeetts is in .odular Credit ...!eoL., where

ieelv, e.e:onte. an: visitors present nr -1:1!-Aple
ol e(!eeatIonal intcreet conrentere' ,.`11in- e ..'eel

ri.,
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the university. ...I feel that when it comes down to an eval-
uation we need an evaluation between the university and nossi-
bly the legislature if it takes that and the laboratory schools.
I think we need more cooperation between them and, if necessary,
an a44ressive policy by the legislature to watch where its tunds
go when it comes to the field of educat ic.n, and then to -,-4.,;(1 sure
those iunds are allocate.] for the thins the le:Tislature has in

Senator Anthony Stamm, corrattee chain-4n, expressed discontent over

the .act that the lab school no longer is a necessary condition for a teacher

In-ei,aratier proiTam.

"I feel the lab should back on the cameus, and I wouLl start
the 1.i1) at the ace of three and run it t.l!rvi:711 hirth school so

You do have some exposure while you're on :.2ampus with 7th
:ra!ors, for example, if that's the startin7 with."

c)enator Stain's comment drew a mixed rea,-;t.ien. Joseph "avne a7,reed.

a-)hreeiate very uch, Senator Stamm, vrur comment about the
lab school because this was the thine I fourd most helpful to
7e in my nethods courses because a very enesual thine ',ennened

T mis-sche,!uled one of mV c].isses ah' men-
-u, ;3th grade math class by 21 piih!:re,-,. .() the ohly
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Several months earlier Dean Sanberg of '4'1U came up right in the

middle.

"There are those that are conducting experimental programs
using a narrow section of the social or behavioral sciences.
Tn their experimental situations they use a student ratic
of something less than 1 to 10 -- this they should do. Those
of us in the broader spectrum of teacher education must learn
fru-, these experiments, but must modify them so that they are
of value to the creneral consumers of teacher education insti-
tutions. ...I urge you to establish a program of nrogramatio
Research anu ')eveloprient through which students, profession-
als in the field, professionals in higher education, and
those in the state educational agency, can cooperate to find
solutions to mutual concerns."

Marsull told the committee why he left the deans and the super-

illtens!unts aruing.

'Although I am involved in a private educational enterprise,
I have done so only out of frustration in attempting to affect
current public educational practices."

Pe laps the summary statement of Dean Cohen on that cold spring eveninc.

i:. Ann Arbor best surs up the problem of educational experimentation.

'Them isn't really any free money to do innovation... There
cim teacher preparation programs in the individual 'nstitu-
tions, and T think that's a good flexible experimental way
to uo it. Fqit if you're ming to undertake new ways of tryin7
to deal with all of the problems that have been discussed this
evonin7, then I thin]: as legislators you must find what I
call new institutional relationship by which money is not
po.,:re.! into the same types of programs a' they are nal but nut
in a senarate catei..orical institutional arrar,enentt which

do':icdt,!,1 to innovative experimental pro;TamL1 in
rt 7,repd!'ation...1 would suirsest that \-lu consi(!er

one-half of ono nernent of what you distribute
formda or ovg,n one-quarter of one Percent ro

firnt voar to solely distributed For innovativr.
plo;:r:.2 in t,2acher i)ru:-,Aration...T can't really in5;tit.;'.
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Summary from the committee chairman, Senator Anthony Stamm
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Achi..An's teacher othcation colleges arl undor almost constant

fire as th:.% source from which all societal evils Rm. They are not

fairly accused.

If tln truth is to be known, this state has sore of the host

teachers in America. The fact that Michigan is producing far too many

teachers helps lend credence to the suspicion that the quality of Mich-

igan teachers may b only vat7uely related to the quality of our teacher

education programs. For the fact remains, nichigan's teacher education

system is not dramatically unlike the systems in America's forty nine

other states. We may have more schools producing more teachers, but

we have no information suggesting that the average graduating teacher

is more a professional than his counterpart some place else.

"Once a teacher is hired into a school district, he is there for-

ever," say many school administrators. However untrue this statement,

it reflects a lack of understanding for the tenure process. Tt is

this lack of understanding, say some state edurrats, that ppnerates frus-

tration with the tenure process.

As accountability becomes a word used far more often than it is

understood, a greater need for objective measures of behavior at all

levels is felt. Such concepts as performance-based standards of certi-

fication signal the day when what we do will be as important as haw we

do it -- a day when product will mean as much as nrocess.
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That we are allowing the talents of undergraduate teacher education

students to go untapped until usually their last semester of 0-college is

simply criminal. And that only a limited raster of apprenticeship programs

are available as an option to a normal student teaching experience is a

problem to be reckoned with in Michigan.

Haa to keep a teacher good seers to be a woblen normal3v associated

with a solution -- in-service training. There might be a better ;Ray.

6ut for now, attempts nust be made to encourare state legislatorn to

fund in-service, school districts to develop it and teachers to use it.

A 400d teacher of minorities is a good teacher and by the standards

that I subscribe to, a good teacher is one who can positively effect the

leyning of minority children and ncn-rinority children alike. The

Tlestion is in the test; and the fact is that teaching skills, in order

to have meaning, must have a demonstrable effect on all children. To

encourage tne develorment of teaching skills that are free of cultural,

ethnic an(! racial biases should be the goal and the obligation of every

teacher training institution.

Reading skills are the singlerost important set of acadenic-tyre

shills a child can acquire. A child not taught to read is denied as very

5asic feeedom. thtil we Amami that in order to teach., one Int first

prove his ability to teach reading, society is denvin,7 a ha:;ic rennon-

sibility to all of its children.

That experimental facilities are desirable -- no, neconwv -- to

insure a constant revision of educational trainincT information in far
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beyond question. To prevent campus schools from Itocoming rif:11 options

for well-heeled parents presents a serious c..enli,:ation.

Behavioral psychology is providing many insitts into the 'technology

of teachin,!". This technolocry must he testa', ,)v ccolleFes of cc !ucation,

particularly the teacher education division. The alternative would he

to turn a entire teacher education function over to a prorrecsive psy-

choloey departnent.

An education professor, wno when confronted with the opportunity --

and with no decline in pay -- refuses to teach at least temponirily or

part-time in a public elementary or secondary school has no business in

the college classroom. All education professors should be confronted

with this challeme.

The :1.,ney to experiment will be provided as tight experimental de-

signs are presented to legislatures and state departrents by established

teacher education colleges. Until such time, serious efforts rust be

:lade to fund experimental teacher education centers where innovative

practices can be tried and from these efforts, changes made.

I have enjoyed my exposure to Michigan teacher training nrorrams

and policies. Perhaps the information found within this report will mid

those of .1s concerned in the task of developino a stroncTr and more

effective teacher education system in ticnii,an.
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February 24, 1972

TEACHER TRAINING IN THE MULTI-RACIAL CLASSROOM

The Michigan Education Association in concerned about the direction
or lack of direction of the State Department of Education, the State
Board of Education, and educational institutions toward a solution to
the social and racial problems confronting public education. We
recognize that schools and institutions are microcosms of society; but,
if change is to be affected, educational decision-makers must play an
active role in social and educational reforms.

I recognize the limitations of public education as it relates to social
and racial issues if other factors, such as employment and housing, are
not somehow accountable to the needs of society. We cannot assume the
classroom teachers are going to acquire the expertise to provide leader-
ship and direction to all of our students without necessary training.
Teacher - training institutions must re-evaluate the criteria for entering
the teaching profession as well as the learning experiences that must be
provided before they can meet the requirements for a degree or become
certified to teach in the State of Michigan. It is ironic that in 1972
there is no institution which prepares teachers to teach students whose
behavior, attitude, and life style happens to be different from the
middle-class norm.

The Legislature attempted to relate to cultural diversity in social
studies curricula through the passage of the Social Studies Act of 1966.
The Social Studies Act of 1966 requires that:

Sec. 365a. Whenever the appropriate authorities of any private,
parochial or public schools of the state are selecting or
approving textbooks which cover the social studies, such
authorities shall give special attention and consideration to
the degree to which the textbook fairly includes recognition of
the achievements and accomplishments of the ethnic and racial
groups and shall, consistently with acceptable academic standards
and with due consideration to all required ingredients to acceptable
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textbooks, select those textbooks which fairly include such
achievements and accomplishments. The superintendent of public
instruction shall cause to be made an annual random survey of
textbooks in use in the state and submit a report to the Legisla-
ture prior to January 15 of each year as to the progress made,
as determined by such random survey, in the attainment of the
foregoing objective.

The reports compiled by the State Department which have been forwardedto the State Board and perhaps the Legislature indicate that there hasbeen no significant change in the quality of social studies curriculaas a result of the passage of the Social Studies Act of 1966. Thevariable of significance was so minute that the State Department couldnot conclude that any progress had been made. Somehow the State
Department and the Legislature assumed that classroom teachers weregoing to acquire the knowledge, skills, and expertise necessary toincorporate the positive contributions of ethnic minorities intocurricula and resources used in the school environment through osmosis.No provisions were made for resources for inservice training nor werethere recommendations to higher education institutions relative to whatteacher-training programs should be representative of as it relates topreparing teachers to function in a multi-racial school environment.

Included in this letter is research data from the Center for Research onthe Utilization of Scientific Knowledge at the University of Michiganand the Syracuse Report on disruption in public schools conducted bythe Syracuse Research Corporation. Research from the University ofMichigan tends to indicate that crisis and unrest in our secondary schoolswill continue until educational decision-makers begin to deal realisticallywith significant reform within the school environment as well as the kindsof skills that classroom teachers need if they are going to function at aoptimum level in a culturally diverse school setting.

Research from the University of Michigan Study indicates that the optimumtime to approach change resulting from crisis and conflict situations insecondary schools is either prior to the conflict or within a reasonabletime following such conflict. They also state that their researchindicates that perhaps one of the most effective ways to facilitate changein secondary schools is to organize students to confront the decision-makers. While we do not subscribe to this concept, I think it sayssomething about the quality of educational leadership that has contributedto this situation.

The Syracuse Report on disruption in urban public schools reinforces theneed for a human relations, human awareness, and a pluralistic approachto curriculum development. A survey by the Syracuse Research Corporationfound that, of nearly 700 urban high schools responding to its questionnaire,the following percentages reported disruptions of various kinds during thepast three years: Eighty-five percent of the schools suffered some typeof disruption. Most of the incidents were related to race. Within theseschools, the following statistical data is available:

1. Teacher boycotts or strikes -- 22 percent.
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2. Student boycotts or strikes -- 33 percent.
3. Arson -- 21 percent.
4. Other property damage -- 56 percent.
S. Rioting -- 11 percent.
6. Student attacks on teachers -- 29 percent.
7. Picketing or parading -- 25 percent.
8. Abnormal unruliness by students -- 33 percent.
9. Unruly non-school persons on campus -- 54 percent.

tei flitaOt

The Syracuse Report made the following recommendations:

1. The total school curricula should be rewritten to become repre-
sentative of the multi-ethnic pluralistic nature of our
society.

2. Younger teachers in central city schools.
3. More black teachers in predominantly black schools.
4. More minority group teachers in predominantly white schools.
5. More tolerant social codes including relaxed rules on dress

and grooming.
6. Review of grade requirements which now limit minority participa-

tion in student government, athletics, and other extra-curricular
activities.

A report from the National Association of Secondary School Principals
stated that the greatest incidents were in the mixed black and white
schools of which 77 percent said they had experienced disruption. The
Syracuse Report goes on to say that violence and disruption in secondary
schools will increase in frequency and physical damage to both property
and individuals.

Most of the reforms that are presently in operation that have some effect
on social and racial problems are repressive and they only deal with
symptoms rather than causes. We believe that teacher-training instituc.ions
must assume the responsibility for preparing teachers to function an
optimum level in a multi-racial and multi-cultural school environm-.nt.
We believe that the Michigan Teacher Certification Code should be changed
to mandate that, in order to become certified, classroom teachers must
complete no less than six academic credit hours in multi-ethnic stndies
as a prerequisite for certification. Those persons who are presently
certified should be required to complete no less than six hours of academic
preparation in multi-ethnic studies as a prerequisite to tenure and those
with tenure should be required to do so within a two-year period of time.

We can no longer afford the liability of allowing both minority and
majority group youngsters to be denied the realities of cultural diversity
and the past contributions of minority groups to the establishment and
continuance of this country.

The State Department of Education of the State of Michigan should develop, in
conjunction with area colleges and universities approved for teacher
education, a program designed to improve the practitioner's
competence for instruction in the field of human relations and cultural
diversity. The program should be a component of the professional
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preparation of all teachers and become a part of the requirements for
certification. As a result of successful completion of the program,
the applicant tot- certification should be able to demonstrate:

An understanding of the life styles of various racial, cultural,
and economic groups in our society.

An understanding of the contributions of minority groups to the
cultural and economic wellbeing of our society.

A knowledge of the psychological principles, methods, and techniques
designed to counteract dehumanizing biases, discriminatory practices,
and prejudicial behavior in the classroom.

A knowledge of the constitutional base and legal implementation of
personal and civil rights, especially as they apply to students.

I am attaching a copy of a revision to the Teacher Certification Code
adopted by the Minnesota State Board of Education on February 16, 1971.
As we begin to evaluate the quality of teacher training, too often we
focus on the kinds of skills that persons newly joining the profession
should have rather than the needs of all teachers. Research done by
the National Education Association and the Michigan Education Association
tends to indicate that approximately 80 percent of our teachers remain in
a given community for a sustained length of time. Less than 20 percent
of our teachers are mobile. Because of the teacher surplus factor, we
believe the teacher mobility factor will be approximately 10 percent in
the future. If this data can be used as an indicator in terms of teacher
needs, more emphasis has to be placed on teacher inservice as a part of
teacher-training programs. We must provide learning experiences for the
80 or 90 percent of our experienced teachers who have not had training that
would enhance their ability to function in a culturally diverse school
environment.

We cannot assume that professional growth in the areas of human relations
and cultural diversity in curricula content can be acquired without
specific training. Our educational leaders have long recognized the need
to provide for continued professional growth and stimulation among all
school personnel. We recognize the need for the school districts of the
State of Michigan to provide an inservice education program in the areas
of human relations and cultural diversity.

An inservice education program of this nature should include but not be
limited to the following:

The strengthening of interpersonal and intergroup relations with
the schools.

The assessment of ways and means to deal with problems of communication
among people different in race, color, creed, sex and/or cultural
background.

The effectiveness of personnel, curricula, and other institutional
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structures and resources to create the climate necessary to fully
develop the potentials of all children.

The structuring and development of practical operational programs
designed to foster a positive liaison between school and community.

Teacher-training institutions should provide learning experiences for
teachers in the undergraduate, graduate, and/or inservice resources to
school districts relative to the impact of institutional and individual
racism on equality of opportunity. Teacher-training institutions have
a responsibility for the creation of an awareness to racism and to provide
strategies to combat individual and institutional racism within the
educational environment.

Racism is different from racial prejudice, hatred, or discrimination.
Racism involves having the power to carry out systematic discriminatory
practices through the major institutions of our society. Racial
prejudice, racial hatred, or racial discrimination can be all individual
matters. People of any color can, and do, exhibit these feelings or
actions. Racism refers to institutional or societal practices in which
there is some pattern of systematic discrimination by one racial group
ngainst another. White people are in the majority in the country and,
as a consequence, have access to almost all the power in decision-making.
Most of us will agree that government, unions (MEA), churches, and
educational and other institutions are almost always dominated by white
people. When you combine power with racial discrimination, the result
is racism.

Racism in its most subtle, complex, stubborn, and insidious form is
racism which is institutional. As a part of the institutional life of
America, racism has been too little understood and too often overlooked.
Before the teachers can be honest and objective about strategies to
combat racism, there has to be a clear definition and explanation of
individual and institutional racism in America.

We all have been infected with racism. That doesn't excuse anyone, but
it does mean that we have to be aware of the disease if we are to cure
it rather than spread it further. Teacher-training institutions have
the responsibility for providing the skills and techniques necessary for
classroom teachers to play a viable role in the eradication of individual
and institutional racism.

HWC:mac
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